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.. For projects w})~re highly _skilled workers are · needed · 




• I ' ~espurq~ . profile coul~ provide the ne6essary tr~ining per~od~ 
"This thesis preserlt:$ . /:iln heuris'tic .-proc~dur.e for optlmal ~ 
I • • 
. . .. ' ( . - . . 
resource level.ling ~chieving :·a gra-du~l - · .( parabolic · ) 
. . I 






. of ·day-to-day resource ·charil.e using the variand~ of reso~· ce . · 
. -- \ \ . 
_: cha_\ge as the primary ind~_x_. Mathem~_~ica~ly b~'sed~_ this . \ .. ~~ - \ .,._ 
. 'I I '-t--
·- ·heuristic ~ives --a meas~re whe-reby an JfPtim,·al schedule can ~· ·. . 
\ . . . · )' \ • J . 
•• to, . \ 0 \t • • 
_ t, be · recogn i ';z ed. · · . . \, . . :;::~ :·'!:. · • 
~ ' t. . : :· 
• . - l . . . . . . ',. f! 11 us~rig ·the c.omputation-preeedure f~r ~trr~heur1.st1.e ~Y- · 
- --. - .- ----~::o.=~----'=,.. . . . ·- •. ' . ·. . 
• 





fi coniplJter programm: cal~;d ~~~S (B?ild-up Activ\ty f~ain · · .. 
Scheduler) has been -developed which · yields an optimal 
. ~~ . . 
I 
schedule for la~ge P+Oj Eicts . f .rom : data ·obtained from CPM 
. . . 
analysis . \.r ~tris . ~rbgramrne is . both easy to .use and' has a . 
· r ,.., , .. · · .. ..:. . - "' .. · .. 
shor.t C?~putational time . 
:- /:. d)" 
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"' CHAP.TER . I · 





. ' · ' 
p n • . '· ' • . 
. The utilization 'of ~esources 1.~ .an. ·ever present 
·-
~ . . . . .. 
condition of project accomplishme'nt.· R~sou·rc:'es mean 'money~ · 
. • • - . • . . ~ . . . ·.• I , . . • " ,; 
labour, equ1.pment, rnater1.als, and. any other conunod1. ty . 
. . ~ . 
(}~llich is expr~ssible. i~ phys;~~l ~l.~$. · . . · .. ...• . • 




! resource allocation are ' based .on 'one of ' three ' p~s·~i.bl~ 
. . ' . . . 




• :. J... T{le a\ra.i:iability of ~e'sources for each date· is. £ix~d I 
' 
, I 
and from · th}.s . the minimu~ . pr6j~ct duration is determ.iped. ·~ .. 
. · ' . . 
2. The proj~ct duration .is f,ixed ·~rid the , . resourcee 
. . '· , .. . . . 
required to meet· this d~ration is d~.t~rmineci. ·_.. · · 
.,. • , tf • • • • • • • .. :· ' ' 0 
3. The resource availal?ili ty 'for. each day: .is ,. a." ''-~riable, 
. . . ~ . ' ' . 
the . pro~ect durat~on is fiXe~, •:d ~~tj,mization is . •tieved , , . 
by . varyJ.ng the: dally res~urce leve~ ln order. t~ keep . the total 
resource '•as cl~s~ 'to, the 'mi~imwri r~q~·ir,~d as.' ·p~s~ibl~. ' 




In many projects _it is des'irable to avoid sharp , 
. 
fluctuations· in resource r ·equirements. ·. ·Re~rui ting ,· hiring,· 
. . . " ' . 
.and training ·personnel" . is costly ·and . time-con'swidng. 
It is not feasible to' 'hire and lay-off the ~ork-fqrc~ 
according 
up .of the 
to ~he' fl,u~tuating ne.t?d::f. · Therefore, th~ build~ 
., '" . ' I ·~ . • • 
work .£~-r~e . sho~ld. be ~;ad~~-i ;. that · fs, Ute. resource . 
"'. · 
I 
profile. should· gradually rise - st.ep by step 'to a peak and 
' 
' ' I 
then fall gradually· towards project· co~pletion. This 
. ' 
' \ . 












I . •. • 




.·. •I ' 
' .. 
t p~·oblem , kn'own, as Resource Leveliing is studied in 'this 
thesis under the c~ristraints of the thirca' 'type .of . c ... 
w • ' . • 
arrangement, that is .the pr_oject duration is fixed and. 
I 
. , . . • 0.,. 
· ·the· d,aily resource ·~evel is v'a.ried· to obtain a ste
1
p ~Y-· ·:· · 
step build.~up ~nd a~ . gradual ~la~-·off k,e)Pi~_g the to"tal .. 
resource requirement to ·a minimum .. · ' < 
. . 
......-1.. 2 Two Approaches to 'Resource 
. ' ') 
Much thought and st'fdY has 
' . I . 
Levelling 
. . I. 
been devoted t.o the 
2 
I , , . 
\ . 
. ' 
resource levelling· problem. ·Two approaches to resourc;:e .-' ., . 
l_evelling are in existence: 
.. 
The first approach ke~ps -the work force ·to a minilt\um 
.. . . ' - t 
and attempts to ·achieve a flat level profile . (see Figure 
I-1 (a) ) pr~viously · co·nsidered by De-Witte (Data .Rroesing ·. ' 




~ : . 
' • ' Res~arch Logist·ics ubuarterly; 9, l-,~-4~9-o"'2l ) , ~J3M,....-,("=I=BM=-~--,-•. --r 
Prograinme Number 5734-xp4), anCI . Burgess et· al. (J.Indust. 
. . 
Eng,i ,'~III· , (1962") ·· ) ·• · T~s j,s impoj:'tant for a p:z;oject , w~ere · 
camp facilities have to be · provided for the workers 0r 
Where WOrk 'progresses on a contiilt~OUS basis and the .size 
. . . - . . •. lf\~ . 
of' .the work crew is governed by peak requirements. By ke:.l..o:Dng 
. . I .'t;t) 1 
- ~' 
the level ~f resources required 'on any d~y to the ·minimum, 
the cost of providing the 'camps or maintaining. a work '0 • 
. ' . 
. ~ ' . 
"\' 
. . 
crew can be kept to the minimum. Also in the ,fj.rst 
. ' . 
·approach, many resources are required on 
. .. , . . 
date ,and have to be· cut off . . ab~uptl~ at 













. ' .  
.. •· . 
f ' 
·, , .... 3 
' ' . 
' • 
. 
·, It is not always pOSf?ible to rn'intain 'a constant_ ~o'rk 
... for~e / . part'icui.arly .'.in. one-time jobs.. It is ·easier, 
- . 
however, to ·achie;e a sm~oth build up of resources tollowed 
, . I •.. 
by ... a gradual taperi~g off with a minimum fluctuations 
r 




' The -second appr~ach gradually builds up the -~rk 
force .to a pe~k and .then gradually lays ... them off towards -t 
project. completion (see Figure I-l(b) ) work .in this area 
0 0 0 - " • • 
. . 
, has been done by Mcitrtino (P~oject Managem~nt· and Control 
. . 
0 0 . 
Series III, (1965)). This approach is useful for projects 
' "' 
where highly_skilleq workers aJ:'e needed whose recrui tig 
-'~nd, o~ ·fraihing would .take a l~rlg time • . The ·gra~lialnes~~ 
. . ,., \ . 
· in such · a case -would : provide the necessary rE!cruiting and 
. , 
,. ~ · · tra~ning peri6~ • . 
--~~- - ~··~~--~~~~~~~~~~-----~~ 
.Figure .I-l (a) can be conce.iye"d as the' result of yertical n 
' I 
. C 
·. cornpre~sion of the resource profile, which re·sults in a . 
rectangule. · Sim~l~ry_, . Figure I-1 (~) · ccrf ~-e ·co~ceiv.~d a~ • 
' ' 
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. 'iJ. 5 
' t • "'-:: · 
l v 
., ): I '·\· . · ~ -. 
·~ .. 
' " 
: . . \ ~' 
1. 3: Methods ()f Resource :Levellin<}:--' , ·• 
I'• " ~:t;.ese~i:~eth)'ds .:f reso~i:ce 1;/velling can be. d:v~ded [nto 
three ·a~eas: a)c Handsmoothing, \)) mathema-tics, c) heuristics· . 
', ., ~ : r ·' 
-" In the hand-scrlut;.ion, use is made of the human Is ' 
1 I 6 ~, 
. ·a·bility to take ,a G.ompr~hensi've look at a ·resource profile 
) ' · ·~ I' • • ... ' " 
" . . and ·to '"~e·tach par~i~~l~r j~o?s ca~mg'>mwan~~ that~- be 
M • • 
" ' • • ,j • ' • • • 0 J c;, I 
shifted· to fill tip some val1eys elsewhere in th~. schedule. 
. ' ~ . . . 
\}. ,• " 0 
This works ·f i'he t'or: s~l proj e_cts but for larger an·d 
, . 







... ~ :~i 
(l 
r; J , _ 
.. , :f. 
I . 
' ./) 
roo~~ comple~ ' p~oject~, ha~dsmo~thing , by j qggling . slack 
: .· jobh. can b·~ ~~.;y ;.diff~cult. and time cdil.surni~g. just :drawi ng 








' . pro.fil~s ··can/ be a tedious '. and redrawing t:h~ · resource 
· ; 
·task g.s ~ the · number of · jobs increa,ses •· If there were several 
' : ' ' ~ ~ I • • \ ' - • " 
' ·· ·resources . to level, not ' oi)ly would tpere be. inor~ . resource ' 
I • (~ ' • f J 
" ' profiles to keep track of but arso ·the .-~echno:j,.ogical 
I "' • D, 
_interrelationships oi ~ioqs would make simultaneous _ smoothing 
of _ Jll~ resources.:·a .tricky propos·itiori.. 
. - !.~~ 1:0 . . ' . -;_/<-:- l 
. · Mai:hem.~tl.c~t_·appr<Dacqes _ have ~o.t been· f<:n~nd practical .' 
.. for . ;.'u'g~ ·scal!'·p~pj ec.~s • The most recogni ze.d rna thema tical 
approach ·~ tli~Dsource levelling problem can bE?. seen·.:in 
"yariation in Activit¥. L~vel · ~.m a cy:clical Arrow D.iag:tam" ~2 
, · , I 
The -~pproach, ~hic;h ~a~hematic.i.ans ref~r t .o ·as ~large .: . ~ 
Q co~bi~atorial problem·, .. ,leads ·to a rectang.ular resource 
'r:Jro'f,~le. In · this case, there -~re a ~,;ery -lca:J;J: , ri~r of 
1 '- • Oa . • I ' • .-, ·.J , 
. co~i~a:ti;;~~ of activity •'starif . t~mes .Wf _large ,:to. enume'F")ite 
1 _, 
. ", 
, even with a b~g comp~ter. 
. ' . 
d • • • • 
Unfortunately, ·analytical techniques 
w . • . ~ • • 
·- / ' . . . 
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•• f .: j I ) 
. ~, ,.: , 'I .. l t 
• • j ... / ••• ~ .... ~ ( 
. ,. 
·are- ~·ornputat~onally ·}.~prac.tic~i !or. moet real-life proble~s 
... '•' 
' of 'this · ki~d. 
1 ' .;- • , r. I , 1 ' , ; ~ 
· · several ki~of heuristic methods using ·vert~cal 
-- - - - r ' 7 .. : . • • 
. and horizontal co~pre~sion have been presented for·the 
r .es.ource leve~i·ng .·p:yoblem, .. some of thes~ ~ill be discussed 
,- ' I 
later, . ap.d~ ~~~~ral heur·istic ~ype computer prograrilrnes. have 
.,'• . 2,4,6,10,16,17 
also b~en written. Their objective {a to 
' . 
\' 
smooth resqurce re~q.ir~ ment by shifting' ~;J-ack· jbbs beyond 
. ( 
~ · I I • 1 periods of" peak requirement. Some of these essentia~ly . · 
repl~cate what a · h~an scheduler .would d~ if he had enough 
I 
· time . Othei"s make .use .. of unusu~l devices 1.or procedures 
; 








. / . ,· . 
course, depend' for 7 their success on the tr~mendous capabilitiep 
. . . 
:;r 
· ·of electronic "data processing macf,lines . However, no attempt 
h~s • beeh 'ina'tl~ · to provide a rna t.hema tical · bas~:. for thes'e 
. ' 
heur,tstic ·ap-proaches • ,. 
. ' 
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Pre·~L: State. of · the Art 
;-
' . I 
I ' I• 
. . .• 
. ' I . . 
R.L~Martino presented one heuristic approach to I 
- ' \.. . ' ; . 
lresource levelling · problem in 'his "Allocation· and Scheduling·· . 
. R~so-urc~s?"· Th~ fundamental algorith~ :~ t~at the resburce ... 
0 
;Profi_le is·. ~uilt_ up towards the peak and is· demolished · 
. -
towards the end. After all critical activities have.been 
' . 
l • ' • 
scheduled the idea is 'to' postpone the · s·tart of non-c~itical· 
.activ.;i.ti.es s'o . that .each activit~ attains its latest start· . 
• ' "' # ' 
_time and becomes critical. ·This is done until a peak of · 
. . 
resources. is reache'd. Tnis peak is evident wl\en no' addi'tional I • 
resourc.es are ·required to maintain 
. . . 
.J ' 
t~e ·Same· leve'l of activity 
as req\iired on the pr'evious day~ The idea of levelling is 
I . 
• I 1' , 
to maintain ~h{s pea~ ~s ;long as ~ossible. In or~er t~-
·-. 
_, ' , ' • I] I 
·-~ accomplish this, other · jobs · that· are non-cri ticai must be 
' . . •. . . . ·, J 
scheduleq at their earliest start time. IThis will result 
• I 
in ~ . step by step dropping of resources. Activities are . 
' • 0 
~·pushed forward · from the front end and backwards from the 
• ' I o • 
back end on. ,the resohrce p;rofile·, for~ing a pe~k. 1 . 
: ; ~ . ... , I • I • 6 
I 
I _ . Martino •·s algofitl?m ,attemp-t;.s tb ~ a.chieue a gr~~ual· 
. resource profile.· 
0 
However, it· has no measure· 
" · 
- '. ' ' I 
. of gradualness, fnakes I}O a~tempt ~o achi~ve optimality·, 
. - . . ,..,\) ·-1 . 
. . has no mathematical b(!-ses, and a · compu~er programme is . n_ot 
., 
'" devei~p~d • . This approach· once all acti~ities are scheduled 
I • • ' ' ) . 
does npt look back at the final - resouic'~ ·profile to see 
. i~~Y furt~er im~i;~ements ~an ' be ~~d~ .by re~scheduling 
' . ' ' ' 
• I . 
' . 
.. 
·, . . II, .. 
,. ,, 




. ' . 
'( 
.  ' 
II 








/ . a. 
.• 
~ctivi.ties, wl'\ere unwanted - eak's . in~ · the· r .esource profile 
' ~ .. . 
occur. A·lso, s i~~e the . maxi~Um , re'sourc~ r~<;~uire~en t depends 
upon the push . forward towards a peak u~tii it is .reaQhed , ' 
and the push backward beyond -the peak, there is no control · . 
over the height of 't'he ,, peak. This -may result . in a very 
high r~quirement in the reg1on ·of the peak . . 




Another. heuristic approach 'is the , MS (for Multi-ship · · . 
'• . 
1 1
, M.uiti~shops, W~:n~·k1oad Smoothin_g Progr~mme by F.J(.,Levy, 
, q • ' 
.. G.L.Thomp~on ~n_d J.D."Wiest) 8origina:lly designed ·to smooth 
m,anpower requirement in nav~l ~hipyards. .· ' 
" 
In many project oper~tions, ·manpower :~eq~irement 
. . ,
· may vary grea,tly f :rzom ·day to day d_epending on the ,. arr1val 
p ~ • . . . - .. • ·- . 
... of _jobs and how big t~ey are. ·_since crew ' size geJ?.E!rallr 
must be sufficient 'io meet_ maximum manpower· requ;rernents, 
·a sche~u}e which redu~es_ peak loa~s by inc~easing us~ge 
during ~~ack periods wou ld.allow smaller shop size; and 
I • ' • • - • ' ' ' • • ,. 
hence· redu~el lab,or .. eXpense. The ·Ms pro·<jramme attempts t~ 
~ I • ' ' • . -\. . • . . I 
d<;> . this by. s cheduliJ:)c;r, a)l j~ ·a~ their -~iest . start. 
· times and then s~ifting some of them t~at occur during 
peak periods to later ·slack periods. 
'I t 
, I • ~ I ' 
First the prot]ranime sets an ·e·a ·rly . start schedule · 
cl1o~g with total sl.ack vaiues £or al·~ · jobs calculated· · 
by r elgular 
resource ·li~its .aie 
' , I 
requirement in : e~ch 
. I 
net:,wolik p z;ocec!ur e. Then "Tr igger · levels", :or · 
. - '· .· ' . . . 
set, one unit (man) .. below the peak 
. ~ • - ! • • 
.. 
of. th~· shops, and 'it attempts to 






























'. . ' 
reschedule the jobs so that pea~ requirements do not ' exceed 
' ' 
the trigger levels. I( the trigger lev~~s of- each ~?op.are 
met then a:11. of them ~re r _educed one unit aga.in; · and the 
proce~s oi ioading and: shifting is repeate~ •. T~e trigger 
~~v_el is ~ ·iowered, one ur.it at a time, until. no further reduction 
l 
.. 
is possible. Then the next most expensive shop is exam;i.ned 
-
·and the ~rigger levels ·reduced to the lowest feasible 
1 ' 
point •. This . operation_ 'if> repeat,ed until no. triggex: l~vels 
.... , · . 
can be fu~ther reduc~d and· a final schedule is reached • . . 
·,. ~. I • • . • ' .a • • • \ ' • I 
\ ' ' This heuristic leads to a final re~tangular resource 
profile .· using a co.mputer p·rogramme having a short computat~on 
• t • • • ~ 
time • . As this heuristic does· not· seem to have bee~ developed; 
.:..: .,..... . ' 
fro~ a rnathemati~al base, _ nothin~(can be s~id about the 
' 
. ( 
. . . ~ . 
optimality o~ .the final solution. ·· ·. , t. 
I 
·' 
A.R.Burgess and J .B.-I<illebrew presented ·a paper "Variation . . ·· 
- ' , ' I . . i ' .,} 
in Activity Level qn a cyclical Arrow Diagram". The ba_sic 
' . I . , ! . , 
theme··is a conside~ation . of smoothing. out the level of .' 
. . 
. resourqes as much as pos~ible. To r~duce the fluctuations 
• .. f • t::Jtr 
of .re.source .requirement·, they proposeca· a method of minimizing . 
. . . . . .. 
the sums of squares ._of resource requirement through the 
project durati'on. This techniqu~ is known as '~methpd of -
l~a(t squa,re~ , ·. Final optimum solution is determined b~'·. 
trying al~ _!e~~ible combinations of slack ~ariables of 
activiti~. 
:. ~ . q, 
. . , .. 
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. . ,, 
. J 
.1 0 ~--- . T . --
·o·f .the minimization of the:. sum of ·squares qf -(!!esource 
' • • ' II l: t ' ' 
·. requirement, will ac~ieve an optimum rectangular resource 
. . . ..... . . 
profile. The computer programme developed, although very 
' I ). - -I . - . - - -
easy to use, ·. fakes an extremely long coint>ut~ tional time 
for small netwo'rks an9, would be. ,~~~racticai to use for 
large scale· networks. 
;BM has _developed a programme carled RAP (Resource· 




- . " . Sy~tem) which attemi>ts as one of its obj_ectives to sched'ule 
I 
a projbct to finish~b~ the schedule duration without 
• ) 0 
I • 
' . 
exceeding a set re~nur.ce level. ·If th:lp primary reso,urce 1d 
. ' . 
. level can not · b_e . fulfilled ~he f>rogramme 7elaxe_s 'th~ ,. 
resource lim~t ~o · a _s~conda~y.userjd~f~~~~d resource l~vel 
which it _-~.;ill now . attempt' to sched ye .. If the schedule . 
.. I 
is not completE;d after a set c~mputation ti~e the.· prog\:a~e' 
. I 
terminates. 
,. , , ~ I 
IBM's -~r~gra~e yields a final . near .·rectangular· ., . 
. • ' " • I ~ , , 





measure of optimal it~ is achieved •. How~ver, . th~-prog~amme .-r-----
. ;-~.-----
· is easy to use - and· has a short co~putation time, . 
. . 
RAMPS· is . another technique for resource al-location 
. . . . , 
. . . ..~.. . . \ . 
. · · and multiproject scheduling which was developed by . .J.! .Moshman, 
---~ ~-
' . 
·,J;.Johnson anci' Madalyn Larsen. RAMPS 'has a rather elaborate . 
' • • ""'' I I • ~ 
. ~et o,f heuristics· fo'r choosing j 'obs to be sche_d4_led on . 
.· . I 
'· I ' :· .a . _g~ ven day. 
I . 
· such · factors 
• 
Not1only the job .. ?lack but also·. 
. . ' b k J. . / . t . f . dl. . \, . . 
.as w r ~onf~n'!-1-J:~.-y: .-~o"s . o._ . 1 . e , 1resources, 
" \ . . '• ... 
' • I ' 
. I 
' . \ . 
• .. - f 
-
. ' 
• . .. fl 
' . 
. . ' \ . 













number of successors to an eligible _job; and several 
ll 
/ 
. 0 • t. 
i 
, . 
. Others, .a~e _COt;lSid~re'd. but , ·are al~O give·n weights to· reflect ·. 
. I "' ' • ,• . \ . 
~tieir · ·relati.v~~)~mportance.· All fea~ible schedul~s . fi;'r ·ea~h ' 
~- • 0 .. If' - . 
-~ ·s'hceduling period are examined, and the · one is ·. ch6s~n ' ·which . 
t_~ •• (,, . - i l: ~ _:C' ; 
rat,es . highest · by the a99v:e we·:tghted criteria factors. - :-.7 t 1• 
t RAMPS, developed wit.ho~t a mathematical base,· :~h~s- 0 · n meas~re , for gradualness~ whereby an· optimal solution, • • !" 
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Most of the. heuristiGs discussed earlier develpp a 
· - \ 
rectangular res.ource distributib~. Such a heuristics will 
npt be beneficial in a case where ·gradualness of recruiting 
is the objective.· Martino's heuristic, the only on~ having 
a parabolic .~ist~ibution, has ~any major drawbacks ~s i 
pointed out earlier. Therefore, it is ·necessary to develop 
a ··new heuristic with a -parabol~c distribution. 
No attempt has been made t:o develoP,'..this heuristic 
procedure .for res.ource levelling with ·a · mathematical base: . · 
I 
First, . a rnathematica~. mod~l· for . resource levelling is needed 
- ( . ,.. . 
where both the total resource requirement and proje.9t ·duration 
I 
·) . , I 
are f l?C,'ed although, the daily resource level is variable. 
cl 
' I I 
'fhen·. a he~ristic m_ethod of al;Locatihg resoprces can be developed 
. "' . 
"' . . . . . ' 
so t~~t.the distribution of· the total resoyrces will be as 
·• 
gradual as possible. This require~ a definition of gradual-
.. 
n~ss where~by ~ - megsure ?f . ~~e g~adual~ess , of resource 
'. change .is defi~ed. · Thus in .the se.arch• for an optimal sol':ltion, 
t~e· ,optimality can b~ i:neasu~ed .bY t;he· gradualness. ~f· resource 
cha.nge and the neqessary ~ut-off point .can .b~ provided tne 
' . . ,;: . - . 
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· b~s~gn ~riteria · 
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(1) which ·is based o~ a mat~ematical.model leading to 
.a parabolic resource profi~e where an objectiye 
• ..-·I t 
I I 
1:_3 
function is minimized or m~ximized su~ject to constrain~s, ~ 
.in order to ~a~e a ~rad~al ~b~ild up of: ~esour~.es - __ 
followed by a ·g.radual · tapering off, . with min.im~H 
fluctuatio~s in: ~he· resource ' ievel. · -. 
. ' 
I 
which makes -- optimal use of the resources w'ithin the:· 
~ixed pr~jec~ duration~ 
-
"" (3) -which provides a measure for ~he gradualness of resource 
change on a project • . · 
I • 
(4) which is a computer ~~ed procedur~ fo~ a large scaie 
network 'and- .the solution -i~ . achieved' within an ,.economica~ . -· 
I - . 
. · ( 5) which . is easy for the user to use, ·by input1;.ing the· 
\ 
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r CHAPTER- I I 
' 
' I t 
., 
.MATHEMATICAL APPROACH TO RESOURCE :LEVELLING 
·. 
··. . . 
-· ~ · .. 
This chapter presents the mathematical approach' to 
·' .: ' 
.· .. . 
the'resource -levelling problem in three sections. First, 
the t~eor~tic~l ~pproach to solve a --~enerc;il ~esource levelli~g 
. . ' . . .. 
.. 
proble~ ' is studied and · th'e .optimum f.unctio~, is" in~roduced 
. . ' I ' , , ' 
. without 'taking activitfy .. CQnsbraints· into ~ccount. . Second, 
'\. •• ~· i l 1 
-.optimization of a CPM network based project is studied· 
. ' 
. - 1 . . •' 
and a .mathematical. mode~ is formulated by · taking activ~tY . . 
• ·: • 1 • - - • r.\ : ( • • . • ' . . : 
··.constraints into _  account. .Third·, ·-an heuristic ·algorithm· based: 
J 
on the 'mathematical· model is , presented for reSQ,UtCe _levelling I' 
- . 
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2 .1.· · Theoretical Approach to Resource levelling problem 
I . , 
For a pro.ject with fixed duration and a _variab.le 
. 
' 
' ' ' ( -' 
.. ~ · · · . e-~:;...A , 
daily resource leve-l .there can be a large number ot resource' , 
. - . . ·;,=1~::~- . 
profiles. ·Con~ider -·a project with _ a total resource require ... ~-
- I 0 ,... . • 
ment of 110 and a project duration of lO days. ' _Two, out 
of many possible resource protiles are ~hown in Figure II-1 




Two questions .t~at inunediately ·_arise ~re ~ 
' \ 
What .. i\3 the -optimum resource pro;EiH~ for a proj_ect, 
' •' I 
· given its duration_ and total : resource _requi'rement.? 
Which resource alloca_tion _profile has .. 'the most gr_a-dua_l 
... _.; . I ,. 4 ·,~·:tlt 




· ' Thi~ section will consider - these· two questions · to achieve 
.,). l•' 
. . /' . . . 
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Figure J1-·l (a) 
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Resource Allocation Profile · 
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' The pfe~en~ ... obje I iv~ is to achieve a gradual ac~uisitiori 
~J . , .' :::o::::o::q::r:::::~::c::: :~o !:::. t ~u::::et:~ t: l::e the 
.. _o~ the curv~F(t): ~ic~ is th~ Giffer~ntial . function 
dF(t)./dt, i's a measure of wheth~r --or not- the· a~quisition 






lay-off "of res'ources· is· gradual. Therefore to achi~ve 
I • 
the 
I . . ' . I· 
mo_s~ gradual . cur'!e of the resource ~equirement function 
'[F (t) 1• · th~ough~ut 'the ·p_roject , dur~ti~ri, a mtn~mi~ati?? 
of t~~ ~lu~tuation of dF(t)/dt .is req~~~ed. 
' . 
. I ., 
,' The- 'fun'ctio\ d~ (t) /dt is· defined as . th~-\~esource· 
' . . ~ t , '~· • • 
change function and then the variance of' dF(t)/dt _can . 
'. . ;r- ) ' . . . 
b~; taken ~s a measure ;f. fluctuation. objective . 
I • . . 
function · can be achieveq .by .mipimizing of . 
I ' . . . . 
the resource"· change function. , 
. ,. 





















































.  . 
i'..J:. 2 Formulation of the Objective Function 
. , 
~ :-
.. ,... .... , ·'. 
.. .;.· . 
'. 
~ 
The follow~ng definitions ate made: 
. ' 
project aur'ation, . 
' I u • 
N = 
' 
= total resource requireme~~~ ' 





. ··· r-·<k> resou~ce '+'equiremen t on date k.~') 
· -~~- ~ -














.k=l.· '. . - - ~-- ··.·- -· ----
·~ 
~-





If- the resource 
. \ . . ~ 
reca~irement -,~s 
\ . 
dJfined as · 
I . . ' • I 
., 




\ ' X()) 1 = 
. j.,=l 
~ (W) can be. ~~ewri·tteri as 
1 
· ' N+l k ' 
'2:~ X ( j) •· -. w 




k=l " .· \ 'I 
• '' 
. · o 
r(k) and W obtained from ~igure'II-l(a). 
' ·... ~ ~ 
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r(k)= ~ . X {j) 10 12 
a (' 
N+1 ~· 
. ·t: . L X (.j) 
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Equations (2.3.)' and 
• Cl ~ 0 o" 
" N+1 
I: . . X (.k) = ·o •' (2.4) · 
k=1 
-~. .. , . ( 2. 4) ·· can now be considered as 
co~~trai~ts !n the.present~rnodel~ 
j-_ ,, ; 
et. f , ~ 
.. 
. 
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. 
. Reqall ~arlier, the objective was defin~d· 7s ~~e 
- mininli~at~on I ~f th~ . fluc~uation of the res9urce _.change 
:.fi.:mc-t:~on ,[dF; (~·) fdt] .. :;rhe obj ~ctive fJPlction may now be 
. ' 1,' ' 
[ 
defin~d as1the. minimization of the variance of the '%'a source 
change function, ·which is desi9nated as, 
tt 
, • r, 
. , N=l . 
' 
. ,- 2 J i 2:' [x (k) .. . X] 
' . 
k=l 
! ... (2.5) z I . = . , 
J 
• N 
• .. 7 4 
1: 







" ;. N+l ? ; 
<: 
1 -.. ·· 
" }: x(:k) • . 
k=l 
·I if · 
' ,  . K = (2.6) 
;:, -., .. 
.~-
o l l tt'( 





· ·By substituting t.he·ivalue of 2: x(k) from .Eqn • . (2-.4) 
k=l . < • 
into :mqn •.. ( 2 •. 16·) , ~ is obtained as equal to zero. As N 1 
tHe proje9 t duration,_ is constant' an9- the object .. is · to 
m'inimi.ze Eqn. ( 2 • .S) , N can be dropped from the : equ~ tion 
without ,effecting the ·ref?ul't;.s. Now the objective func.tion 
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can be.written as, ; , ~~ • ,. . 
~+1 ; 
.. 
L: 2 (2.7.) = X (k) · ~z 
k=1 











' N ' ,_ . \ ( 
' ' . 
. . . 2 
x(k) . · J 
k=1 
2 . 2 . . . 2 ' 
-~; x(1} 1+ x(2} +.~~-- +"x(N) , 
' I 
• • ··',:: ... . f' • • -· • 
: 
71 •• . ... · ' 
. N k 






. ·.· ··· 
~2 .• 9) 
' . 
·= · ' N x(1) '+ {N-1) x(-2) + ------. 
f • 
I . 
--------- + '2x (N-1) · + ·X (N) 





,r 0 ' = . ~ X (k) 
k=l 
' (2.10)' · - , 
0 ' 
= .x(l) l + x(~) +· ..;.:;..:.. .. •• +. x(N-1) + x(N). 
,. 
.. 
.. .Notice that the· Objective function . ( 2. 8) is a quadra tici 
.... - an'a6bot:h. · .cons~rai~ts· · ·eqns. '(2.?) ' and (2.10) are equality 
I 














2·.1. 3. ··Optimization of Resource _Changes 
I . 
The solution of the objective function, is based. upon 
' · 0 
-the use of · Lagrange mu·ltipl_iers. Since the pri~cipal providt;s ' 
an.important theqretic~l baGkground•tO the present ·discussion, 
.I 
a brief i'ntroduction into the use of ~agranqe- multipliers 
follows. · 
• " ... , I • 
. The use of Lagrange' multipl-iers c~ntJte illustrated · 
by considering the gener~i problem ~f finding the extreme · 
points of Z = f(x,y) subjec~ to the · constr«int g(*,y) 
' 
'There are three - equatio~s, • 
I 
0 
TX f(x,_y) - f~ (x·, y) = ·0 . ' (2.'11) 





0 g(x,y) I = ·o .(2.13} ·-· . 
0 
This system 9f equations is somewhat difficult to solve 
since there are more equations than the unknowns· •. Using_ 
. . 
·' . 
·Lagrange multipliers 1 and · unknown A (arti~icial), the Lagrange 
-' ' 
~XJ?ression for. the ·_'tjeneral probiem ~s 
. ' 
. .' .. ·.-
L(~,y,A) = f(x,y) + A g(x,y) (2 : 14) ' 
--._!' '.. .· 
;?.Inspection of Eqn. (2 .1·4~.) i:ndicat.es · that- L is a ." function · 
I 
of the three variables x, y, ,\ • The necessary condi tioris 
f~r maximum or· rni'ni~ Pc;>ints Of this function are tne 
. \ 
three equation~ lo ! ' I 
" I I 
' 11 I 









·,. , ~ ' -. . . 
I ', . 
.; , 
,' 
I ··~ r 
' I 
' • 0














Tx = 0 ·~ 
oL TY ·· = 0 (2·.15) ' 
3L 
= ~A 0 
' +· 
These · three equations 
· oL 
ax 
can be rewritten ·as ·r 
' 
(f+ ~g) = . I 
.. 
= ·f + 
.A.gx x~ I 
,:~. I 
· o·L 3 {f+ A g) = av oY -
.. ' 
.. 
:::: f + A9y y I 
OL 0 {f+ A g) dA = a·x .: 
= g I 
I 
The last equation above is actually the constraint equation. · 
If ari extreme point (X ,y) of· L •is found, it will satisfy 
. • m .m 1 I .• 
the c~nstraint . ~quatio~. E~u~tio~ (2.14) ~ c~n now ~~ :rewritt~n · 
as, 
. 
L (x , y ·, A ) 
rn m . • 
4 
.. 
w~ere g(xm,ym) = 0. The valu~s of L and ·f . are . the .sam¢ 
at the maxirnum'and minimum points of L. 
I ' 
.J. I 
(2 ~ 16) 
Appl ying Lagrange ~ultipliers to the ,objective functi9n 
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· expression can be Written as; where x ' and ~~ arie VebtorS} 
< I . 
' . . . 
I • 








. L <x, A) =E X (k).2 + A 1 [ 1: L X ( j) '"" ~] + A2 1: ' . x(k). (2.17) I . , 
k=l k=l j =l k=l -' ·a 
The necessary cbndition for minimum points ,of ·this .function 
are the. followiilg eq-q.? tion sets : 
~· 
() L 2x(1) +. N Al + I A = 0 axrrl = ' 2 
... 
I , 't. 
t () . t . A 
ax<2l = 




.. :. ~ 
.. . 






# ' I . 
.. .. 












a L ,. 'I 
= · 2x (N) +' A + A = · o· oX (N) 1 2 
- \ 

















.. It I' 
t .:, '•I ' ' 
' 1 ·l ; ., ,, I 
' 
I , 




.\ I : 
~. 
. ./ . I .. .. ~ r~ ll . , 1 -·-... . • , I .~ '. : ":' I f. I I 
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t.-: -a 'A. 2 . , . 
' . 








E E X (j) = 
k=l·, j=l 
N 
·~ · X (k). = 0 
k=il 





· . . .!.._>~- --J.Js~ng ~qn. set (2' •. 18); x(k), where k 
'' ~ 
. ,be solv:ed in terms -of. x·: 1 and )..: 2. 
·. 
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' ,.i~' .... 
.. ~ . · .. ,. . ' 
" • _, 9 ' • 
. .~,, ~.· .. 
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- I . ·, 
l • I 0 <'! ' \ 
(2.19) 
I . 






' ., . , 
. ' 
I • • 
x(2) 
I 
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• 1 • f 
Now fro!fl Equations· (2.18) and (2.19) ·, u'sin,g simple c:alcula:tioJ1s, 
_ ~· 1 and A 2 can be w_ritten . as,,; · 
·' · 
·. ' 



















A 1 (N--l) N- (N+l) I 
' . ' 
-, . 
(N-1) N ~ 
). · 
·. 2 = 
" • 1-2 w 
.. 
. -
Su~s~itut~~g· the values 'of ·:>. 1 and A2 from (2.211 
I. ' ' 





' ·,X (i) 
• 
· P' , . • • 
' . 
-\ · . : 
- ~ (N) 
. , 













'6W (N-1P · ~ · 1.; (N-1) N-·<(N+f) I 
' 6W {N-::- 3) 
(N-l) N· (N+l) 
..; 
~ -·· . 
• 
6W.(N+1-2i). 
(N-l) ' N (N+l) I · 
6W.(l-N) 
(N-l) N (N+i) '. 
I• 
JOt 















- . I I . I 










. Q' "' 







.. ____ ( 
·. ·• 
Recall, earlier for· simplicity .N+l ,was set equal 
. ' 
~o ~' ·no_w N is' s~t ~o ~rue .valu~ 
form for the optimu~ r~sourc;e c]:lange 
be' wri tt'i:m as, 
x .(k) ·, = 
. •' . 
, ... ~ . .-.. 
6W ' (N+2-2k) 
N (N+1) -(N+2) 
·N+l.- Then the 'general 
for each da t~ can' -
... ; f ~ 
'·: ,f 2. _231) 
.' 1 
' . ~ 
'· 
•I • 
And· the ·optimum resource, requirement on · each date 
. : ' ' . 
... 
is a _quadratic fun.ct.ion of the form, 
... 
tl I 
. ' I . 
:r 
'k 















_6w:-:"7'::.;.:[ <,N"T'+...,l~) k~_k_2_J _. ·: 


















2. 1. 4 .. Numerical Example 
. ' 
0 0 
·..Suppose it is. desire~ to _obtain . the op~imum resource 
, s~~~duling when th~ totaf ·re'source requirement (W) is 
·, . - 0 ' 
• 0 
·110 and the duration (NJ . is ~10 days_ .. Thi~ is the same 
oJW • ... as t;he example at the begining of · th,is section •. 
' 0 
Using the qeveloped ,equations· (~.23) ·· and (2.2\t), 
/ ' 
-· 
.. x (k) , the resource change-:~~ date k ', · r (k), the reso~rc~ 
' 
-requirement -on date k, · and 0 W, th~ total or~sou.rce ~equirerne~t, 
I o , .. 
are calcu1a ted. The optimum . res9urc~.o~chedule for this · 
~xarnple is shown in Table II-.2. Figure 11-·2 is the optimum 
' ' 0 
. ' - : 










' x(k) resource 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2: -3 -4 -5 









" t (k) resource - 5 9 12 14 15 15 14 12 9 • "5 0 





total - 5 14 1 . 105 w l 26 40 55 70 84 96 110 110 ° 
0 0 
- resource - , 
-
Optimtim - ·~esourqe· ~chedule 
0 . , 
Tab1e ·_II-2 . · ~ 
... 
0 ' 
' 0 Jo 00 -
., .,.. . 
_1 ' I" 
0 • 0 
' 
. / . ' · 
·. 
I , 















UJ 10 0 

















Optimal Resource Profile 
Fi!)ure .n- 2 
._ 
... 1"-'t-' • 
J 
.· 









































2. 2 Project -Model Based 'on CPM Network Anaiysis 
I ' '· , 
·This model will include ' CPM neu-.,ork const-raints which. 
·' 
- •\ . . 
were not applied in the, previous . mod_e1. . It is therefore_ 
necessary to introduce the .f~owing symbols . 
. A(j(, = activity j n;t o ··. t~e critiCal · path '(non-
. · critical activi y (1· j . K]) . · . 
I ' 
I 
a(i;j.> = resourqe change for non-qritical activity 
number j on d~te i [1 i N+l] 
D(j) . du~ation of activity .A(j) 
. EF (j) ;=) earliest fin~sh of activity A_(j) 
. . ' 
ES (j) . = earliest start of activity A(j) / . 







='" total ·float. _for activity A ( j )', ie, · the 
durati<;>n between its :ES (j) .an'd the LS '{j) 
= number of non-criti·cal activities 
.. 
= - res6urce chan~e on .date i for a critic~l 
_ activ~ty .·(Thfs- change cannot be v~ried .. _) 
latest start .date of act~vity A(j) 
= .tot.al prbje¢t duration . I • 
c . 
= resou:r;ce requirement ·of a'ctivity A(j) 
. 





.. X (j) ' . . = ··start date of. activity . A,(j) relative · to ' . . 
j - I. 
the earliest s~art.§ate [ES(j)], for example, 
whe~ X ('j) =0, ad~~~¥. A ( j) i ,s sta~te~. on. . 
ES{J) and when Xtjlli--= LS(j) . -.ES(J), actl.VJ.ty 
A(j) ·is started .c>n~the latest start date . 
LS ( j) ~ This is called tlJe ·lag • 
.. 
. ' · . . 
y (i) resource ' change on qa_te i c'aused. by .both 
critical and non-critical activities . 
. , 
~ ) • • ol 
.• 























In all pro~ect ·_models bas_ed on 'CPM,-network theo,;y 
it is es-sential to c~nsider ·_ the J~cti,;i~y constraint's of 
the project. Now· . the mathematical model will. be discussed 
. ~~ 
31 · 
taking into' ·account these activity cons.traints, to produce···· 
~ .. • I " " • 




l~ . • 
the :c :· loading or scheduling .of non-critical activities are 
" · varied • . The non-critical activities: . 
' 2) I 
·3) . 
. 4'} are subject to · a set of p~ecedence· · relatibnship 
'· ' 
. which sat:'isfies permissible aativity o:r:dering, 
, . . . . 
, , 
, ., I . . -
5) _ once ~tarted are not '1nter_.rupte~ till completion. 
. . 
... 
Now formu.lati~g .this into the' vroblem, let A.(I). and 
A(J·) b~ sequential activities · • 
. . 
~ 
A (I)· A(J) '· ~ 
t-Then the earliest 
' 41 ,. 
<!' 
starti.~g date . of ~i:y .JI>(:r) ~s. 
:ES(J) .,.;. · .ES(I,) + D(I),· .. • .. ~t~U> • '\~2.25) 
.. 
and the schedule starting date of activit'y A'(J). is 
. ; 
· ~·, 
·s (J) S(I) 




.. . (<f'. . 
•• 






' . • 




. , /;>' . 
, .. ~ .. 
" 
o, . 
. ' . 
-.r 
fl • ~ 
....... , 
··' ~ . . ..~ " 
. 
·'• 
. , -. ' . d 32 " ., 
·' ~ 
• Q 
? , . consider fo~ the ' mornent the starting_ date of activity . 
-. 
. ~ (j) relative · to the earliest.· start date, X (·j), whi~n can 
·-
"be wri'tten as, 
. ·. 
\ 
t'\. , •  
t 
I .__ . 
. ' . ' 
X(.j'·) = S(j). ES(j), ·. (2.27) 1 / " ·, .•.•.••• 
,.. . .. ; .. . .......... ··. .. . . . .. . . . ..  .. "" .. ,'· .. : .. ........ : ..... [... . . . ............. . . 
now 9Y definition, s•'"' ,. 





: •·' ..... ·;··············~···- 0 ,. (]) ... .. . . . . • I , c • 0 
, ......... 'X(J) t: LS..(j) 
: • ' ............. : . .... ~ ........... ··:·:'"'''"'''' • '1. 
,..,,.J ....... ~ . . 
. " . 








~ . . 
-· 
' . 









··.-_ The exp~ession in the right halt si~e of equation q.4) 
is the -total float, ' if~·~ 
. 0 
'\ 
· FL·(j) . 
. . 




so thqt :th~ duration of · the lag·· between ·the schedule s'tart - ' ... 
.. date and ~he ~arliest start date~· 
0
X (j) , must be - b~tween 
-' .. . ' . , ......... 
' 0 · ~nd the total float written as; 
' . 
0 ' • {: . X(j) 
~ 
. . f: FL (j). { (·2. 30 ). 
,, : 
. - ~ \ ·,.->,· 
,•t ' 
• l • • 
0 ~ ~ • • p • • - • 
Now a re;ta.tionship. 'he tween the~. lag of activity A (I) 
n,. 1 ' O 0 0 ' . 
and the Iag of ~ctivity A(J) can be fo~ulated ·as, 
. ...~ . 
. ·. I 
X(I) 
I 
. X {J) • 
, . 
. '·. . . •" . 
f . I . ' . -· . ' 
- . "0 • • .\. 
' .. I 
. • I 





, _. ' 





\ 0 • 
·' . 
: e 
~ ; . 
. 
. ·
































Leaving , ~his, the-. gene,;-a1ized expression for resou~c~ 
• • . • • • ~ : ' . • u ,. • (:) 
·, ~ · changes- ,for . ndh-critical" activities A(j) and critical path 
t \ . 











. ·requirements .and duration" for activities . A(j} Is are tabulated 
· in ·Table 'II-3. 




' . ' 
l • 
~ - -0 A (1) ~ (2) . - A (K) L (i) . ·- < " 
.. .. 
.0 I " 0 . 





• . .. " 
., 
' . 
·2 a(2-;1). a ( 2 ,"2) -a ( 2, K) L (2) ·. - .. 
-



























' , u • • < 
' 
• 



















' N+l a_(N+ltl) a(N+l~2) _, a(Ntl,K) L(N+l) 






















. , ' 
' 
' D (j") J ~ ·-o (1) D:{ 2) - . D(K) .. 
• .. a 






' ' d' / • I 
' ~ 
Genera1i·zed ~xpression f'or .Resource Change ··. 
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~··. . \ 










\ . . \ 
, . 
" 
~ . . 
. · · -~~. 
__ ..... ·.; -< .. i:rhe total resource cahnge ·tor each dat~-· i ·s given ·.by, 
·I -y . . · . ... . -y ::_ 
K . .; · '\ 
= E a(i,j) ·+- L' (i) 
' ' 
j=l·, 




' · I ' 






· this is the s!me as. co~straint _(2 ~ 10) of the inatheqlatical 
• 
···model in SectioJ:l 1. 
" 
F0r each activity .·A (j )_, there ·are only. :two resburce . 
. I 
·I : . 
. . 
. · .. ch~:mges ,. ' . . ·
, I I . 
34 
·i 
a C::s ( j ) ' j ] . R(j),, . 
,. 
(2.34) . 








' I . i 







'l R (j) . ' ( 2 • 3 5 ). . . ' ~. 
': . ' . 
J . . ' - . ' . . 
. · Th.~ . tot.al resource requirement for the project is 
' • ' • I 
i . 
· ' 
·.· ... .. 
., 
-
. ~ '"~ 
K .. 'N p. 
+ 2: r; .L (i) : w = 
' 
- I 
L . R(j~D(j) 
·I ; ' ;. 
p=l i=l ;~r· ~. 
'· . : ;,• 
I . 
4 . j ::;:; l .- ·I 
I 
~ .....  ·' 





. ' .. 





'·' . ' 
~ t, l l 
1 • r 
.. · . . 





I, ' ' 
- : 
,, . 





"- this· i~· _ :the · same as· constrai-nt '(2. 9) of . the mathe~ati~al 
. ) 
mod.el .{n. Section 1 • 
• / 'i 
.. / 
l o I I • 
.- \ -





-- The objec~ive function is the rninimlzation .of the 
·· variarice of resource change, · that is, the rninimi~ation of 
t I, t 
-, . 
. '-. 
.' tpe ·sum of squares 'of res-ource change for each day • . 'Fhus 
I • ( . 
-· 
- ' . ~ ; 
























= E~ . 








~I . . 
•' . 
.. · ... : 
(· ... •. 
•. 
'y (i) 2 






. [ E I ( ' ' ) ·a ~,J + . L (i) 
j=l 
. . 
' • ' I 
, 
.... 
. : · .. 
I . 
· 1.- ' ,I 
'r 
0. . 
. ' • ' I • 
.. I 
. .-
t . • : :~: 
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._1,\, ' 
I • • 
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,I 
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. ~ . . , . 
. '+'his · can b~ · suminar~zed · taking ip.to account the· activity 
' . ' 




















[ E · a(i;j) 
j=l .-: .. · ' 
., 




2 ' · ' ,,, 




\ ' ' . I 
(2. 30) 
,. 
( 2. 31·) .' . 
i 
'. J ' 
. ' 
·, ' I • 
. I, 
under . Egiuations (2.26), (2.27.), (2 •. 29), (2.30), (2.32), . (-2-.34hand ' 
I ' 
'(2.35). 
. :· I. . . 
. .. ; 
· . 
. . ·. 
, . '" 
. •, '"' 
. I 
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- ' . .. 
As an illu::;tration· of t~e . procedure of ' resource lev~lling 
~ l \ \ ! 
' ·to achieve the ~ptimtnn gradual resource profile a Flow Cpart 
is sho':ln in ~igure II-3 •. 
\ '• . • - I • ' I 
To illustrat~ .the me~hod . of min~mizing vari·~nce of 
~ 
'resource change as explained 'in :the previous section and · 
. . 
illustrated . in the · flow diagram, a small computer · lpfogramn\e," 
1
• BASS (Build .All Stat;t:s ~cJtequ.le) , included in Appendix A, 
. 
· . . 
has ~een I developed to achieve the~ opti~um resource profile ·· 
' . I for ,th.is project~ · :rt: has been applie~ to a small project, 
'cPM net:worR for which is sho~n . .in· Figure II-4. 
\ : 't . . . .Table ' I:J:-4 is the bar chart for this network. The .· ., 
firm lines d.enote the' earliest start date' [ES (j) 1. anci.' tha 
- I • 
I 
. \ dotted lines show the ·latest start date [LS (j)} ·for ·each 
' ,·· \ 
. . \ . 
non-critical activity [A(j,)]. :Floats [FL(j) 's) of the 
I • 
'· ·ad:.livities· A{l), .A(2)~ A(3), and A(4) are 1, a, ·11, and 6 
·, 
days res,pectively. . . . 
These . non~c·r~tic~l(a~~iv~ti~-~ · :can ·start 
. ..., . . ' 
between -f::lieil;' earliest and latest st.arts . and 
. . . 
at any time · 






times can . relult in. 3696 . cc;>rnbin~o_ns whic~ are made ·usi'ng 
the g~rlerall.zed · expressio·nJI'6f Tabie .II-4. Aft~:t? -dev.elopi.ng · ' 
J 
1 
a· resource ch~n9e table and examining al.l the cornbir:tations 
' . . 
·.for minimum variance of 'resource ·change, an optimum solution 
. . ;r 
. . 
is ,determined by the computer· programme. 
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COMPOTE CRITICAL PATH 
RESOURCE Cf:fANGE, Ltil 
• I 
CoMPUTE FLOAT TIME FOR EACH 
I - t 
NON-CRITICAL A~TIVITY, FL(j)' 
FOR EACH .A(j) 
•. 1 
.' 
. ~ '• '· 
SELECT FIRST SCHEDULE WHERE ALL JOBS 
·TO STA.RT ON· THEIR EARLIEST START DATE_, 
t ; • . I 
S(j}_= E.S(j) FOR EACH A(j) 
• I 
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,. ( j") D (j) R(j) ES(j} .S-CHEDULED DA'!'E 
+' 
A (1) · 3 4 1 6 
•"' 
.· . 
A(2) ' 6_ . . 7 1 9 
A(3) 3 1 11 19 .. 
~ 
. . 





I , ~ ..... 
Table II-5 shows the resource change for . the optimUm 
I • 1 I . 
solution. The value ·of z (~quatioQ (~.31~) . is ~7b . which :is 
.; / .· 
ob~ai~e~ from 42 + · 4~ · ; ,22 .+ (~a) 2 ~ (-2)! :~ · ~-1) 2 ~ 
- . 
Table II-6 is ·the optimum schedule. · ~he critical activities . 
are nQt included in· th~ · tablf:f;~ the:·.reason being t hat each 
~f - these activities has only one start ~~te which has to be 
. . ... , . -.. . ' .. 
its scheduled ·date. 
· Figure II.- 5 i~ the · resoui'ce profi le for·· the optimum 
• ' I ~ • ~ " 
. ' 
solution. · The · resources are ._ built _up to a peak of .10 -a.nd J: · 
. . . 
then la~d away. as their need · no longer ·exi~ts. T~er.e are 
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2.2.2 Impracticality of A'chieving the Optimum Resource Profile · 
. 
Section 2.1 presented the conceptual basis for ,' m.inimizing 
c .·:~. 
'" 
variance .'of . resource change to obtain an optimum solution 
. ' . 
~e ~general r~source ·levelling problem. This ,section presented . 
~ ma_thematic~l "model ·for the 'network · based projects. ·The 
•· I 
rnodei uses · the objective func:tion developed in Section 2 .1_ •
. Res-ource levell_i.n~ ·for . net'iork-}?a,sed pf'oject-s is_ a ~a~g,e.. 
' . 
. ' \ 
combinatorial_ problem in which a · large ~nuffibe~ of combinations 
~-
• ···J·••"'''""", ~ ' . 
....... are required to be investl.gated to -arrive at_ -t;.he final -. solution. 
. . I . . . ··· . . ' 
. As the size of ~ the ·net~ork becomes. larg~ r. .. -·:·i-f ..  becomes i~feasible 
.... _ 
-even using ·a very large computer to solve _such a problem.-
'. ' 6 : 
An he~ris~ic algorithm is th'erefore re_quired . to obta~n · · · 
• 
a level respurce profile for ·large network projects within 
I ' • ' ' ' ' 
. . , 
an economical computation time. The constraint, on computat~on 
· ~ime would . cut down the process of search for the optimum 
-' · ~e-lution by u~e I of the. heuristics but .. in such a· c·ase·; an . 
: . . . ' . 
· ~ptimal (closest ·to. the optimum rather tha~ the mathemat:ica.lly _ 
I . 
' · 
established.:: ... optimum}- instead of an optimum solution ~ill have 
) ' ; . 
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2.3 Heuristic.- Algorithm for Large Networks ' 
I ' • .ti 
' The proBlem to be considered~n a~ heuristic ·algorit~ . . 
' ' ::~ 
approach for · resource lev~1ling for larg~ ~c~le . pe~wor~s 
is in the reductio.n of the number of comb{nations which' · < 
are formed h¥ t~e many ~oss~ble s~art times of a large number 
. ' 
of non-critidal- activities" in a ~etwork •. · A · s~ep by step 




1: .· . A~ I ·. aptJ.:vi ty chains in , the ne-t;.woJS'k, ate 'identi-fied. 
o · I An activity· 'ch~in ·is,.ae'fined as the s·e.t of. se·quential 
STEP 
. . 
non-critic.:tl . activities 'whose primary slacks are 
. 
equal. Such a· set of activities is regarded .as 
' ' . 
a single unit in the syste~ •. Inside the activity 
. . 
bhain, a · succeeding activity immediately follows 
V ' • • , ~ • l 
- . 
,its preceding activity. This means that:there is 
... 
, .. 
no time-lag between ·two sequenti~l activities • 
• ' , I 
STEP 2: 
·, 
All criticat ~ctivities a·re scheduled first and 
. . . . 
their ~esource change is recorded. 
'. . ' -
...  ~- ' * . Pr~ority rules are applied to select the top priority. · 
. I ~ 
activity chain to be schedu~e~. · 
For eEich day ' ,fr~m \:he/~ar~i~st 'Start of. the chiiin • . 
··.to it·s lat~st. .s_t~~he varia'nce of resouri:e ch~nge; 
(Equation 2. 37 ) is . calculated--for , the -combined 
1 • • I • • • , • I 1\ • • • 
,. 
. ' resource pr~file . of the critic.al aotiyj.ties,· . : . .· .. · 
"" , •' .:.J• " • I • • 
. '· . ,· 
' previous ' \scheduled ·chains if any, and 
0 • 
' 
* Priority, .rules are .explained later. 
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, . . I • 
thi·s chain. The ~da.te Which gives the min.imum?variance' 
ruf! . . ~ .. ' <\. 
.. . : . is selected and the resqu~'ce · change of' this activity 
" ' . 
chain is recorded.~ ' ' . 
5: 
I I ~ 
STEP. 3. ' and STEP 4 are ~·ep~ated for all the chains, 
1 1 I ~ u tt 
, • t. ~ .... • - . • • "" . . . ~ <r 
·always· computing the ·tota·l variance for the critical " 
. .., ' 
t... • 
\ 











activities;, alr~ady scheduled -and the. chains under 
I 
. "' . 
p con~-ideration, · J.mt.il. aii-'(activi t:v chains· are scheduled·~ 
• ' ·~'' ' ' I ~ • 
STEP 6: 
I ' 
• • • . • >-I ~0 • 
( . t v • ~-1\,ft~r · chedul~ng~all activity- chains, the, scheduie 
t::6 • ''. , 
" is look~<?-< yer again and if ·s'ome pea.ks' and val,le_ys. 
. . . - .. I . 
are encotintere in the -resourcne profile·, ·an ·effort 
~ . . 
is made. to. ellmina e "·them with th'e : oi:,jectiv~ of 
.. . . . ·:·· ~ . . . ; ' 
reducing 'the variance,..'of resource cha~ge. 
~ 1 ' ( I 0 • 4o C' 
,, . 






Priority Rules are defined to obtain · a _priority.· whereby 
• .._9 I ,· t~e sche?uling . o.~ ·activity chains. can be .ordered to achieve 
.. . 
. , 
a first resource _ profile near to an. opt'imal profile. Priority · 
.. . . . . . . . . .. .. ~ ' . . . . ' 
· rul.~S· ·are as ~ollows: · . ~ 
' .! I . . '' . 
· · · Pl ;.;: •earliest start ES {j.) 
[high priority is as~ig~ed to the chain h·~vl~~ 
' . ' 




P2 - P.rirnary slack 6£ the :ch~·in· -.: . '• 
u • \ . 
· [hi9h' priod!ty . is .assigned to the ch~tn hc;lvi~g 
b · '• r ~ 
th~ lowest pri~ary slack] 
'· , 
' · l 
, . I , , 











'"$9 • 0 .. 
0 • ... 
~ ... . . 
,. , 
I, \ 
J •· •• 
' -b 





P3 ~ · ~otal duration of the chain 
' I ... : 
. 
[high priority is assigned to the chaii?- of the 
·-
D \ 
. ' r· . 
I , a '> .. 
"" 
0 • ·;p4 ~ - activity _chaih number · 
() . 




" • b -: 
0 • • -.:_"'~ ~ 
·'· 
·. [hl_g.n ,lpr·iority,.:is assign.ed .. to the .·. 
·• ' ."tpe lowest chain .. nuritber,l 
~ . 
. , . 
. . 
0 
./ ." ·. I o 
• X 
'()'' '• ;.. 
• 0 ..... } . . . .. 




. ,. ' 
... ~·. · , 
. , 
'· 
. "' ·~ 
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. . i • 
' as: 
From . thes·e priority -rules a P.riorJ:-ty-~alue 1s .. def.ined , I, 
. ' •Q 
.... 








. ' . . . ~ 






·rhe expone~ts of the multipliers '"fo.r , different priori'ties 
' ~ , .,. Q • o . I • . . l ~ • . / • r , CJ 
ar~ arp'itrarily sel~cted . . to .to~tain greq~er .. n~m~r~cJ;i~ v~lue. · t> 
' Q • 
for higher priority and a· lo.wer yalue for . -:1:~wer priority. 
J • . . '· • 
There i~ no other significance of the· expon~nt which can· be · 
• ' 0 " • • ' 0 • •• • 
.., (' . I .. ~ n • 
~hanged if· .this ~~quirerilent is Il)et. "~ I 
~-
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2.3.1 ·Activity Chain 1-J 
,o I • • I I 
•/ , I ( 
Fi~ure I~-6 is an example of an ~~tivity . chain for . ' 
which ·.' two ty1)es' of sch~duling are conside~~d within1 the·· 
~mits : oi 'the da~liest and the latest start~. Th~/first 
alternative i ·s 'scheduled with time lags between the activities 
. . ( l 
. (Fig~re II-7 (a)) whereas the seco~d . alternative does ·not 
. . 
have · such tine lags (Figure II-7 (b)) .• 
•l I 
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The .sum o~-~~l?-a·res of .. resource _chang~ in F~gure . J;I-7. (a) 
.. - . . 
• I ·equals ' l48'~hich is obtai~ed . ·from 42+. 42+ 72+' 72+ 32+ . 32 .. 
,· ' ' 1" . . 
The sum of squares of · resource change in Figure ~I-.:] (b) 
· equals 50 as obtaine~ .from .42+1 32+ 42+ 32 • By varying the 
time-lags between the activities and comparing them with '• 
the sum of squares of resource change in Figure II-7(b) 
:· . i . . 
it lean be dernon~trated that sequential . schedulin~ results in 
. \ .. , . ~ 
the 'mlnirn~m sum ·of squares of ~esource change. ·This is 
. ' 
the ~eason why an activity chain is. defi'ned as . ·a set. of 
' - . I . . . . I 
· sequentTa:l·: non-critical activities, in STEP 1. 
I ' 
I .· 
I o _, \ 
• D 
' , . 
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2.3.2 Nllffierical . Example 
'>' 
'·' 
:Figure I -r- ·8 shows an example of a small project~ There 
' I .. 
' ' 
are four activity chains in the network. These· are listed 
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, Table II-7 
-
:. -Figure II- 9 (I) shows resource profil~ for the critical 
,, 
f • '· 
.·activities A4, ·Al5. Figure II- 9 ~ . (II) ~hows alternative resource · 
I ' 
I , 
profiles for the _.fi.rst. ch~in, tpe· earliest and latest s1;art 
I. · '· I . 
alternatives are denoted py firm and dotted lines respectively •. · 
• \ • • • 6 • 
. . 
Silnilarly, -the alter~ative _profile. for the second, . th~rd . · 
J 
:.;...., and . fou~th chain~ are plotted ' in ·Figure' II~ 'g(III r, II-9 (IV) I 
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Follo~ing the steps outlined in the beginning of this 
section,. the scheduling is car?=i.ed . out • . The pJiofils ohta.ined 




resource alloc·ation for the ·critic.al activities. Fig~re I~-10 (I~) 
. . ' . 




supe~impose4 over the critiqal activities resource prpfile. 
. ( . \ . 
To this profile are subsequently added the -second, first, 
• 
and fourth' acti\tity. chai'ns which are shown in FigU:re ,fi:-10 (III), 
. - II-iO (I~T)- · and II-~lO(V) respectively. 
,· .. 
It will be observed in Figure Il-lO(V) .that the ' resource 
o 0 0 0 P O 
profile has peaks and- valleys. : The start of the activities 
, "· ' . 
. {not ' ac~iv_ity chains) ~s moved back and forth in. an :attempt 
· to :oeliminated _these peak. Figure Il':"ll• is th_e · final optimal 
~ ~ 
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CHAPTER III 
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J • • • 
·, 
- . 
COMPUTER PROGRAMME . OF THE HEURIST~ ALGORITHM 
1 - . ·' \ ' f . :·.; 
, , . { 
62 
. ' . 'l'~is •chapter pres~nt;; ~-~ c.o~put:er , programme <ialled BACS 
. .... . ""' -
( Build-up Activity Chain Schedule ) programmed with FOETRAt•r.Iv 
f I '• • ' ( 
. . .. ... '.: . . . 
IBM 370 for the ·he~tistic ·. algorithrrl developed in Section 3 ' 
': • , ~4 "' '" • ' I ' • 
' ' J Chap~er I;r. The BACS prpgramme .is dhtided into five m0:.in 
. . . .. 
· ph'ases ~~·~how~~ in Figure III-1. T_h;ese·. phases a.re.:.: ~~ecuted ' . 
1 
. . - 1, ' . . . . . 
~s a .tsi~gl~ . joh' step .. a:r.1d. the function· .. of 7ach· ph~-~ is as 
., ··-follows: i · 
I . 
1. Initialization .Phase. reads. CPM. n~two:fk input .. data and 
. ). .. . , . . \ . 
. ~rites . the ~ informat~on o~ the .line-printer. 
2. , ;chedule~P~ase :t ·m~ke~ activ~ty . chains and ·stores . them· 
"" ' 
. I 
.. in 'a 'file~ . 
,_ 
' . · .. · . 
3. Scheduler Phase II schedules the activi.ty chains to . .mini~ize. 
•) . 
'Ill ,.. •' • \.... . . 
the variance of · r~sou~ce_ cha~ge. 
R.~·-lchedu~er . Phas.e, ana;lys~~ th:--··;;~·our~e-.profile ~hi.ch ·• -.( ; 
~ / • • • <' • ' / : • 
has been built up b~ Scheduler ~has~ ii· and·~e~sched~les· · . 
'. 
: activities ·i to "reii,lov.e peak~, other dhan ·th~ maxim~ resource 
. ' . . 
peak,. if they .are encountered. 
. . . - . 
... . 
s·. Fincil Phase 
·? 
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. ~ystem Fl_ow. Chart for SACS 
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1 I • ~· ._ u 
• I 
... -~ · · " 
' I . . 
· .-' :)~ ' 
M ~ • .. o • . ' l 
. . . · 
t ' • . 
- ~ 
.. 
· 3,1 · · Ini'tialization ·:Ph~se . . 
, I 
- •,(.'. ' 
It in~~s the necessary data for B~CS from network 
. ~ nformation · suppli~d by <::PM analyses_ of the project • . The 
· . . flow di~gram is show~ in' Figur~ 'rrr-2. · 
. . , - . 
. I 
The following is a list oLnetwork . data wnach BACS-
. . . -
·reads for ea.ch activity (input format i~ shown in · Appendix 
B-1) • 
. ' 
1. pieceding node .. · •............. ...... ~ ..... ~ ...... . . ( I . ) 
- . ' . . . ( . .. . . . ~ . . 
,2. ~ucceedin~ ·,node ; •••• · . ........................ .- ( J )' 
, I "'-.,. . 
3.\ duration- · ....... · .. ;~ ... -.• ~ ... ~ ..... ._" . .- ........ ~. ( · D) 
64 
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\ . - ~ . . 
late -fini sh date for 
node •••••••• · •••• , •••••.••.•••. :(-'Esl;LFi, >. 
/ ' " ~.. . . . ' . ' . . : . =---· 
6. early start date and , late f1n1sh date for -=~~~-~~ ------~ 
succeeding\ node· •. · .•• ·· ........ ~ ......... .' ••.•• , ~. ( ES2 ,LF2 ~ ) 
. . ' ' l 
~. ·. . . 
The in:P.ut ·data for -each. activitY. is stored in core . . 
. \ 
.and. assigneq ~n Activity ~Code as it .~s received •. These Activity 
.. -
· Codes ·are as follows: · :.."- , . . . . \ . 
, .. 
. . .1. 
' . 
Activity Code. =. 
.. . 
10 (non-critical ~ctivity whic6w·require s 
t esources) · · · · · 
' ~.J 
.when ·. ESl ~ LFl 
----
·-- ---=---·-~ 
· or E~2 ~ LF2 , 
: 
I I . 
.or ESl + n ~ ~ - · ES2 · .· 
' I' ... • . 
tOr ··. LSl + ' D ~ I LS2 ··t ·, 
·.···a nd . , ~ -. 0 
\ • I I • 
. R . 




. '~" ,.·., 
·. 












' ·\ . 
= 11 : (non-critical activitY, which does ·-
not . require resources) 
. . . ' \ 
when 
I ESJ: · . ~ LFl 
.;. LF2 or ES2 
( 
or ESl + D ~ ES2 
or 0 LSl + D 
"" 
LS2 . · 
and . R 0 
' 1t • • 
3. . Act~ vi ty. pode , - 20 · (critical activity which require~ 
resources) · · · · · · · _ · . 
• 1 
4. ActiVity eode = 
• I when ESl · 
21 (critic~l a~ti,;.·i.ty whi ch 
. . r~9uire 'resources) . · 
r ' • 




. ~ .. 
' ' 
~--:--:-~ .. '---~--,.~-. --and ES2 . = LF 2 







. and . . ESl + D · E-52 
· and ... ... R ·= 
. '··· 
• l o- • '\ .J 
, · t 
- - ·---:---....:.... __ _ 
. I 
' -
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10: NON-CRITICAL , RESOURCES REQUIRED 
. . 
I i : NON-CRITICAL, RESOURCES NOT REQUIRED 
• • ~ • 1'1 . 
20: CRITICAL I RESOURCES REQUIRED 
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Initialization Phose Flow Chart 
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3. 2 ·scheduler Phase I - . _ _ 
., . . 
I .. 
I 
· · ·This pha~e analyses net~ork ' information ,and forms activity 
. \ 
chains in the project as showing in the flow cha~t in Figure III~6 
'The definition of an activi.ty chain is : · th'e set • of sequential · 
non-critical activities whose primary slacks are equal. The · 
method to identify ac~ivity chains is as . follows: 
. :.\·~~ 
STEP 1:' . BACS 'assigns Job Code· [ JC(j), · whi~h means Joy 
Code of activity j · ] as the, first step· towards . . . 
.. . 
~ . the ide~ification of activity chain. 
. ,. \ 
JC (j') I 
- ' 1 ' when ESl + 'D ·= ES2 
and '· LSl ·+ D 
-:F LS2~ 
i ·.e. no preceding activity has the· same1 , 
\ . 
\ 
: Pt;,imary slack. 
.. \ 
. . 
JC.(j) . - 2 when ES!' + o· = ES2. 
I . 





ope · preced.ing activity _h'as 
·. . \ ' 
primary slack .and -at l~ast 
. . - . . . . 
'· . · ·;tbe, same 
.· 
. ) . . 
one. ,following activity: has the .same 
I • 
. \ . . ; . 
.. . 





















I • I 


















r: ·I ,_ . 
JC (j) = 3 when ESl +. D 'F -ES2 
-~ Lji and + D :::: LS2, ., 
• 
~ 
l •. j ' .. i.e. no fQllowing activity :has the same • • .!"" ; •• 
-· 
pri~ary slack. o._ 
Select a nc;>rt"!"critical acti'vity, say ·A(l} .whose 
'! . 
· JC (l)=l •. ·This. A· (i~ ·is a fl:rst a·ctivity of ·the qhain·. 
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The· F.ir~t Activity of the ~~tivity Chain 
. ' ~ 
' I 
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. ~ - '" ..: .... 
.. 
.. 
lUnd the _:t:ollowing activity A(2) of A(l) whose 
' - ' J 0/ I , j 
This A q) ·is a in.termediate activi"ty 
of the chain. Figure III.:-4 shows . an . example 
where JC(2) = 2. 
\ 
'II 1; . 
-
. , t ·. j 
, I . , · I 
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· , t Intermediate of the f'ctlvity Chain 
; l 
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' • F i~urem:-4 
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Repeat STEP 3~_to ·fin~ A(3)·, A(4) ,-;..;-- ~ A(j) -where 
each activity's JC = 2 and activity A(3) jfollows · .. 
< ' 
. I ;; : . : . 
activity. A(2>,'", activity A(4} lfoilows l act'i~ity · 
A(3),_ --~- and acti~ity A(j)' follow~ · activity 
A(j-1). -This step is .repeated ·until no followi~g , I 
- * activit~ is foun~ -, · or. until A (j), the· last activi:tY_. 
. .(' . 
of the · chain whose JC = 3 i~ met • . Figure II~-5 
· I 
sh~~~ a? .'example of a~~ivit~f:h~in _ wh~re· _A"(l) ., 
A(2) 1_ A(3) , , h(4') ' · ArtdlA·(S) fobm a chain. 
• • , ' • , I > · " . .. . ~ ... 
I •' 
.. " An Activity Chain 
. ' 
.. 






.. _. , I • , - · • 
.. - ... :" :· 
r . 
·-· 
... •' ' , A 









': ' ~ 
~. q 
\ l . 
/ .. · I 
* Th.;Ls happ~ns when -another ':\ctivity chain has 1~lready used 
. . 
the activity A(jtl} whose Jc=·2 _and which is - a following . 
activity of A (j ) .• 
- I .. 
r 
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,  . .' 
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STEP 5: 











Re·p~at a .gain from Step 1 to make other activity 
chains until . all non:..cri tical· activitie,s are 9h13cke_d ·. 
. , ) I o ,_; . , I • 
The ·activity chains are ·stored in a file • 
(-
;Pick up all ·non-critical activities which have . 
I • ~ ~:a. 
/not · been involved in ·any activity chain. Each 
of the.se actiyi ties is . . conside,red a,s a;r · ~a:cti vity I' 
. chain in BACS' 
I • 
alt~c;>ugh ~u~~- one. activity is involved 
. . 
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.:DECLbE A JOB -?ODE {JCtj)) FOR 
· E1'CH NON-CRITICAL ACTIVI~Y 
•J j 
.. I \ 
.. \ 
TRY"r6_ FIND STARTING 
-. 
ACTIVITY 
·J'JC= I) A{i) . FOR THE CHAIN OUT 
-
-
OF THE NON.·- CRITICAL . ACTIVITIES 











FINO THE FOLLOWING ~CTIVITY 





• y . 
FOUND ? 
•· 






PlCK OUT ALL THE NON-CRITICAL 
I 
ACTIVITIES \VH1CH ARE NOT ·PART 
OF ANY CHAIN AND RECORD ·THEM 
AS 
I 
SINGLE ACTIVITY CHAiNS 







Scheduler · Phase ·! - Flow Chart 
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· 3.3 Scheduler·Phase-II 
. ' 
' ' 
. . . 
a , , ... t 
This phase schedules ·activity ·chains s,tep by 'step to. 
· g:r:;_a~~ally bu~ld u\re_s~_urces to a ,pea·k and gr:du~_lly · .. lay_ . 
..t~em 'off ( i.e. a parabolic resOUJ;"Ce profile ) . The procedure 
. ~ 
is flow charted in Figure.I!I-7 and is aescribed as fo~lows: 
'· 
'sTEP 1:" .. Critical activities"" are scheduled and the resource 
0 
'.1.- ,...,.. 
cpange is recorded . in ·~Resource Change ~i~e • 
. 
-
Priority rules are appli~d for ecich acti_vit¥. ~hain._ 
.. C) I . 
The activity chain (Cl) hav1ng the minimum - prior~ty 
. . 
, , , L' 
value;· ( Eqn. 2. 38 · ) is s<;:heduled first. I 
' . . 
.- STEP - 3: 
. . ' 
The s~art dat'e "of act-ivity chain Cl is varied from 
tb~ earliest· start to its latest ~tart, checking . 
>) 
. ' 
. * Q for. e~ch date, if the start date is feasible, 
~ 
and computing the variance. Activity chain Cl 
.is' .. then scheduled . on the st-arting date which provides 
' ~ • tl 
" minimum variance a'nd the Resource Change Fi le 
. . ' 
is incr~m~nted by .the lr~source change ,of activity' . 
. ' 
chain ci-. .. 




.. · · * The fea"sibil:i..-ty check implies ~that· a f l .' t h e · preceding · activities .· 
• • . ' • 
1
. are al1ready scheduled. · · · · · · 
' 1 
I' 
• • I 



























. . . 
PR - value of the· scheduled activity:, chain _ is -incremented 







. ·' Step 2 · to 
\' . ' , . ' . . - . ' 
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·scHEDULE · .CRIT1CAL ACTIVITIES 
... . 
CALCULATE PR ·FOR EACH 











" .. SEI:,ECT ACTIVITY :cHAIN C1 
.WHOSE PR IS MINIMUM 
I~ 
\' <J 
·scHEDuLE .AcTIVITY cHAIN ci ·. 
·so ~s ·To PRODUC!; MINIMUM 
. . ' 
0F ; VARIANCE IN RESOURCE 
0 
·9HANGE 







Scheduler Phase n- Flo·~ · Chort 
I Figure m- _7 
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I 
This ~hase look~ ove~ the resource -profile which has 




· a'! ready been · built u'~ 
. . . 
by S~hedul.er -Phase ··rr :and .: if any· peak. 
,'\., 
oth~J; . thay 'it.~ maximum . resou'rce peak , . is . encounte~ed, -BACS 
.. . - ·. . . ' . . . , . .... ( ' . ' <,i . \ 
trie~· . to . remove it by re-sche~uling ~ctivi~ies not a'ctivity~ 
' • 
'-"-" . ... c~ains .. T~e procedure shown . in 'Figure · III-14 can p~ divid~d · 
.· ~~ .. 
in:tq two pa·rts. ·1 
,,. 
'i., n • 
I 
. ~ c. . 
~ J' • . ; . • - . • 
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_peak. in the resotirce profile.· 
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. '· 77 . ' 
• ' 
In Figure · III-8 · ·the resource' profil e has ·a .peak between 
elates A and B. Two ~_cases a;:-e considered about<thi's peak • 
. . 
First, in Figure III•9 (a1 \ the len~th oiplus ~~~ource chang~, 
. . . . 
ql is large:r than -that of minds res_ou:r:q_e c::hange,_ q2 ·and ' 
. I 
second, .in Figure III~9 · (b) .the +ength o'f minus . resource 
. . . 
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• (=?.eak in Resou~ce Profiie 
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STEP 1 · · BACS looks for _a peak in _the reso~rc:::e pr,~file. ·· 
78 
I , . 
·S'rEP - ~t;·. If a ~eak is .found, BACS tries to find all activity 
'i. 




. ~ : .. 
. ' 
•· , 
. " ' . 
I·. 
requirernen~ R ~s 
. q2 ~ . : R f: ql _ when ql ~ . q2 
~ · or . f: .. 
. . 
ql ~ . · R .q2 when ql < q2 
I ... if . no activity was ·found,. ~ACS ·continues wi~h S.TEP 1. . 
...... 
If the:z:::e are one or more activities satisfy'ing the 
above re·striction, BACS reschedules each activity 1 
. . . 
A(j) forw~rcf .~ length P'defines as, .. 
I 
the .forward pus~ ·o_f · th.e 'activity A (j) causing the 
. . 
un~anted .peak." The e~tent o~ movement of <;\ny activity 
~' . \ . 
is ·determined; .bY the technological sequellCe ( i.e. .. . 
~ • ' • ' ' • ',. ' ~ • • • • I ' • • • ' • 






·Of its· immeeii~tely preceding activity) ~. As an examr:He o, 









·'· A arid B. ' ! 
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· .
'· \ 
suppose Activi~y- A(l) in Ffgure III-10 is rescheduled .-
2 day..s later, then ·the foll_owing activities A(2'), A(3) 
. . . : . .... 
-. . .. ' \ 
and A(4) are rescheduled · ~ days later, A(S) 1 day 
I 
I 
:later, and A(6) . is bnaffected. This is done to 
~ ~ \ . . . ' ,. 
. ·. minimize the effect of rerno_vin~ the peak~\ · ., 
. -~ . 
STEP1 4 oq B~CS calcul'ate the variance of ·resource change·· ·' 
., 
. S_TEP 5. 
STEP 6 
. ~-:.· . .- '(\ 
I 
- Q .. . 
for . the new sch~dun!'.ifor sched~les 1-£ rn~re' than . 
" ~\ 
one 'ad:.ivi ty was found which, satisfied · the cr±teria · · 
--- ~ . 
of STEP 2 and· it" ·the 'lowest variance of the new ;-~; 
• 0 • • ~ • ' - .. .'~~-'':'/ : 
. . ' . ' * 1 schedul~s is less than ~he prev~ous variance , 
~h~ ne~ ~chedul~. is ~cce~ted. • .. ) .. . 
. .
\ 
. "' . . - ' 
Repeat from STEP· 1 until the rrtaximuin res'o.B,rce 
· '· peak ~MRP) of :the pt~j ect is reached~ 
' . 
. . 
Go to PART-II of this ·phase. _, . 
,_ 
l, - . · ' 
' I 
' 
' '· . 






*· ~upp~s·e fhe : new ·variance: .is same .as";~he ,old ope, ~ BAcs· ·: _; : 
· \ checks the level of .highest ··resou;-ce requirement · of tnif. .· 
two sched'ules . and selects the s"chedule whose 'peak.· r~source · 
·requiremen&_.is l.ower. . . .. . . · · 
. . ' 
. ~: 
.. 
. . I 
. . . . ..rr 
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Peak in Resource Profile 
. ' 
~ ~ .: 
- . Figu.re .m.- fl 
.. , .. · 
. .. , .... . · .. ' ,. ....... . .. .. 




.' . In : F·igure 'rrl-11. tlte resource pro~ile. h~s :.a peak· ?.~tween. · 
) 
· :· da~es · l} a~p B. Again . two ca~es ~.~e considered for the peaR:. 
'First, · ih Figure II~--:12 (a) the length ot' pl~s resource . 1 
J 0 • . .. • • 
" . . . ~ . . . ~ . ' . 
qh~t"nge,- ql is larger t!1an that· of m~nus . . r.espu~ce · chage,. <!2 . 
-
. a_nd secqn¢1, in Fig~re III-12 (b) 
c 
the rength of' minus resource 
' . •· .. 
change,. q2 is larger . than .. ·ih~t of pl_us resour6e .change ,_qi •. 
' . . 
; ; \ 
. : '.'> . "·:~~ - · \· . : . 
· , ... 
. ,, 
~· -- •• .. . 
• - .. . L 
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I . I 
I ., I 
8 A 8 .· 
·teak. in ~esource Pool 
. . . Fig,ure II{- 12 
- - . , · I ,· · ' 
0 • ~ · 
. .· I • • . 
BACS .continues lo.oking, for · a peak :in the 'seco~d . 
. . 
. . 
. half of. the resource pro'f~.J..e. · ·· . 
r 
. ...... 
o1 • • • ' 
.. 
. I;fJ-'a peak is found~ BACS tries to find all ac·t;iwi.ties , 
' . . 
,. 
A ( j) ·' S · which ends on da t~ B and whose ·resource · 
... 
. .. '·' 
requireme~t ~ is 
,, 
when <:,ri·· : ~ :q·2 · 
or . 
. . ~~ 
: ql ·. ~ '·R ~ q2 ':· 
.,., 
. .f' . . ~ 
whet?-· ·ql • < q2. · I 
. ' .... 
If .no ·activity i~ found, ·BACS continues with .sT~P -. 1~ 
... 
. I . I 
' . . .. ·.. ~ 
STEP 3 . . ·. If there- .. is .one-or more activities ' sat-isfying · the 
. . . . ~ . 
() . 
... 
0 • • • 
......... .. ...:... .. ' 
above r~striction·, BACS reschedules ·.each· activity 
"' 0 , •• • ? -. ·-~.r - , 
. backwards ·a ·le.ngth P· d~fined as, 1 • • 
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·· .. Then all th~ activfties pr~ceding a~tivlty · A.(j) 
are exa~ined ~ !?eiect the a~tivities w~ich . ar~­
affected by rescheduling .the sta'rt of activ~ty 
' A (j) 'earlier. The start ti·mes of such. activiti.es 
. · -m:ust be changed, the start is moved backwards ·.· 
· ~qual to or .. l .ess tlJ.an the ·backw~rd push' c/f ac~ivi ty . 
~ .... . 
!\ (j) causing' the unwanted Peak . . The · extent .of ·'f.~ :• ~ w..:Zf. , ~ 
movement. of any: ~ct'ivit;y is. d~termined by ~he · · . 
• I 
technological - sequence. As an example. suppose 
A (7) in J?igure III-13 is resched.uled 2. days ~arlier, 
then 'the preceeding activity A(12) ·is rescheduled 
' I P 
2 . day~ ea:t;lie~~ - and A:C6), A(9), A(l9) and A(ll) ' 
1 ~ day earlier. 
. ., 
\ .. 
BACS calculates variance"of resource change for 
the· new schedule or. schedules if mor'e than one 
. . 
activity ~as· found whi ch sati~fied the criteri~ 
\ 
of ·STEP ·2 and if. the lowest variance of ·the new . 
. . 
schedule is l ess·; than. the previous 11ariance r the new 
' . . 
. . . 
schedule is 'accepted. BACS then retur ns · to STEP . -r 
of PART. I. If: the v-ariance is ·not reduced, it goes . 
to next step. 
•'' 
.• ' 
· ; '. 
' · . . - . ... ~~· . . .· 
. BACS repeats• fr~rn STEP 1 of ·PART-II un·t J. l projec.t 
. . . . '. . ' ' . ·. 
. ~ 
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The criteria for achieving an _optimal soiution has 




~; been the minimi~atio.n of varianc~ ·of. resc:>~rce' ch·ange •. 
. . 
First, the resource .profile· for th~ critical activities 
.f . 
· "t'J~ ·found. This part of the res.ource · profile. is .fixed • .. : 
' .. . . 
~~.en, act·ivit~ ~ains were' bu~lt-up · ~n.d p"ri~rity.rules.' . . •' 
qpplied. so that chains were ' con~id~red i:r;l orqe~ of importance: ·. 
. • . I I . . ,. 
The resourc~ . prof_ile of these chains was th~n ·added t ·o the . 
previous resource. profile on. ~tar'ting positions -whiqh. gave 
.. 
,; the minimum va~iance. Next, a l9bk ,back- over ·the repource 
. . . \ ·. ., . . -
. I 
prpfile .was made arl(i ~-f any .un~anted P.~eaks: wer~ . enchunt~red, . ' . 
. . \ . . . - . .. 
. - . · ~.ctivities . startiJ:?.g. on the date'.- of the peak· were rnov~d 
' I . . . \ I . . , 
. ·. 
• • • 1) ( . • ' • 
· ~ ·, ,back and forth in an ,attempt to ·· mi~_imize the vai:iance by 
• • • ' •• Q. ~ • • • •• · , • • • ~ • • • 
o • ' a • 
· lem_oving· the peak. All the affected . act~~j.~ies were considered. 
: .~ .· 
j , , . . , ~ I . • , 
.even i~ they were not part qf th~.cha1n. . Other activities . 
.tt . . .. \ . 
not Jnbyed . as their sh~fting back· and ·forth would' 
. & I 
. .not . mi.rii~ize~ vari.~.'nce • . Because of 'the constraints of · fixe'd · 
I 
durat,io~ and ·fixed 're~c;:>urces on the activities and the 
·· · . technolo~ical sequence ·imposed by the CPM netwo~k, it - ~il'r' , 
. . 
. pot al~~ys be pos_sible to remove the'se peaks and . thereb~r: 
fur.ther reduce ,fhe variaQCe. · 
• ' 4 ~ • i ~9 ' • 
The fieu~i~tic . procedu~e ·, has atte~pted to .. eliminate · · 
.I • • • .. • I ... ; • f ,ft. • fl. ' • ... 
• . .. . .. 0 only those alternatives'· 'whidh ·will not l}e~p ~n ·.' minimizing .-· ... ~ ·· 
the v~r.i.anc·e ~·:so · ~~at. the final optim.al reso'urce .distribution 




., . . . •. . • 1 • • 
.. ·. bi_~t~ibution, tak~ng _ into· aq~o:un't ~qe constraint' of co~putat.ionai 
- ·.. ~. ... ·.. . . . 
• lo 
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' . , . 
<7J '·' .• 
NU~RICAL -EXAMPLE UStNG A COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
, I 
' 1 ,• 
,T' ~I 
---The comp~ter programme BACS als described in Chapt~r III 
is listed in Appendix B(l). This - example demonstrates the ' 
' .t 
is divided into the · _.-
\ . . . ' 
use and qutput analysis of .BACS and 
. . ' . I ' 
I -.. . . 
'··phases out·1ined in-Chapter . III.· 
Figure IV-1 is .the CPM -~~twork for a gas. station ·project 
. ' 
- .. 
(57 -activities). The tnitializat~on Phase .accepts dat~ t'rom· 
. ,• . 
·the CPM network diagram for . ~a'ch_· activ1t9' in . . "t7he \'ormat 
i 
.. , !J ·shown in Appenqix B (2). Network. ·data required for · each activity 
. ' is i} preceding, node n~er ,~ I (j) ,. i}). s_uc.ceedirig node number I. 
I - . . ' - - . . 
. -~ ·J (j), i~~_dnr.ati o~--3-}-,~i-v-~resource--requhement_, RJj) I 
·- ' . - ., 
' . 
v) early start date and late finish date for preceding node, 
. ' ' ' 
. ' 
-ESl (j) -,. LF~ (j); vi) early start date and late finis~ date for 
suC?ceeding no(!e-, ES2 (j) , LF2 tj) • For examp1~ ~or the first 
. ·'t 
activity take possession I (1 r-s, J (·1} =10 I D (1) =6 I . -R (1) ; 6, 
-
. ' . 
-~ ~' ESl (1) =1 1 LFl.(l) =1 ', ES~ (1) =7 1 and LF2 (1) =19. Since :.- ES2 (1) 
, ' ( 
:I LF2 (1)_ and R(l) _-:j 0~ the computer· ass.i'gnes an Activity 
.... 
' ; 
· ·· . · Code of ~0 (non-cr:h t~ca) a~tivi ty, re~uired resources) ._ · 
, . • . I ' '- . ~ ' I' • ' 
; 
. , \ .. 
• I • • 
' . .. -
. , 
·. ' : . \• :-__ 
. . . 
.· 
. ' · 
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Next, Schedu1er. Ph~s_e· :i: ass i9ns Job Codes, JC ( j ) ·, . t;o- . · ." . 
' . -
each, activity. ·For example for the· activity_ "t_a~e posse~~ion",-
since ESl(i} + D~l) = ~S2(1) . and 
• 
L$1 (1_) + D (1) ' "f. LS2 (1), 
a JC (l) · ~= 1 is assigned .(no" ~receding ·activity has the same 
·- ' 





.scheduler Phase I. schedules criti_cal act-ivities first. 
• 
. . 
Next,- •pri.ority Values .a;-e calculatf~d. for ·ea.ch a_qtivity ch~in . 
- - .. . .. 
from p.riority ·rules and- Equation 3 .1.3a: Activity ch~ins · a~~-. 
.. . '• , . -
~o~. sphed~led st~rtin~ w~th _ the chain · havi~~ ~he _ lowest . ·; 
. . . . . . ·.. . . . . .• • : -.r">· 
prio~ity value •. Figure IV~S · is _the regu~j'in~ r,eso~rce pro~ile_, ;. · 
. ·. i· . 1 ·. ' 
once all a~~ivi t~ ~~~irs ·ha~e ~eep scheduled •. . .. 
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· Re~soheduler Phase· looks ov~·r tl,le resource prqfi.le · •· 
. ~-- ~ 
. " • t • . if o!. • •• ~ 
If. atty unwanted .peak~-.' are · ·~ . 
. - ' .. 
·,, 
~evelopEfd- PY. ·sche:duler Phase II. 
• • • • 1 ' • ~ • • 
encountered·, .'t~is. phas·e a tternpts. to •res.C:hedule" ·acti vi ttes . 
" ' . . 
. . . ' . ' . . ·~ 
>to r~ove t~ese peaks·. F;1gurte IV-6 is the .. fin.al. _~ptin:al ':,, ( , 
f ' ~ • • • 
. res'ource profile in which row 1 (the bottom row) depi"cts. 
r • ' _ • ' - ' · • 
the' date, tow '2 ,(~bove row l} 'shows. resource change for 
.. '· . - - . . .' 
eac.h. ~ay_, . row 3 repr~sents~resourc~ requ,i~t;ment· foF each # , ~ •' . 
. . 
' . . 
·day, and· ro~. 4' indi9-ates cumu'lative re·s.Qurce~ ··used t6 date~ 
• - '!: tj • 
I " 
In Figure rv~s theA are two unw~nted· peaks 'which · occur 
< I • ; j> ' • • 
. . .., 
0 
. ' 
for,day 79 to day ~4 .abd- for day: 9~ to ~ay ~ lO~. The~r~schedul~r 
' . 
Phase removes the first · peak as shown in Figu~e IV-5. The 
' I 
atT~mpt to ~e~~ve the second ·peak . ~as· not. l;>een succes~;ul. _ 
. ' 
. , The .optimal schedul'e~ therefore has an unwant.ed· peak. The 
I ' ) ' 
~~::__:~~~-_:__r=-::e..::a:.::.s:.::.o.::.:n=--=i::..:s~t=h=a t_t.lliS_pe.ak~o~ld -not-~:,.m;_o=v;-.:;;~:-:::ar-'~w-::J.::tL-hc:. o::-:_u~t~""ji-=n::<?~.r~::e:-:a?· s~1.;-:. n::. g=-.--:-
the total varia;~e o-f reso~rce change.\J\,~tivity A (6) . starting 
0 • 
.,. 
\ ' . 
I, 
. 'on day 3~ ··and ha~i~g :resoui·cel ~.equir~rnent 0{:.6. u,ni ~s ~~d 
duratioh of 72 . days was moved backwards to ·.start on day· 
25,. this forced~ larger pea~ in thE3 first half o~ the . 
, I 
resource profile ·s~ that this ' n.ew'· schedul~ 
. . ' . . , .. l . . - . 
was ur{accept~ble. · ' ·. 
Table IV-1 is the final optima-1-·schedule. 
. . . ..... . 
r · 
1,. 
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· CONCLUSION · 
... 
.J ' . 
Tfiis thesis'nas presented · an heuris.tic proc;::edur~ .for" 
/' ' \ 
. resource levellin~prol;Jlem.s . . to -achie .. ~e a~ opt~~al par~bolic 
resource ~rof~le. us.ing -~ata o~~ain~d .. fr?Jt~ -- ~~M:.aria.lysi's 9: ··: 
a 'project. 
..f . 





.. . . . 
for 'this heurist~c in Section J. o.f_)~hapter II., from :a theoreti.cai · 
' .. 
approac::n to the resour~e levelling problem, without consider.ing 




function i~ .base~ up-on .the measure of' gradualnElSS of .resoUJ:ce 
_ _ cib.ange_...a.nd-is . defined as the. minimization of variance of ,·· ·. t 
. . . , ,; 
·the resource change function. Then,. in $action 2. of C]lapte.r II _,. 
. . 
t~e!e . ac:tiyity const~aint~ are~ J:aken !nto accou~t· and optimi zation 
·of 1;-he. 'ifctivi ty schedule is achiev~d yielding an optimum ' · · 
' ' 
reso'urce prof i _le. This procedure, although not · feasible 
• ... , ' 0 
• 0 
·. for large proj-e·ct, provides a bu.ilding block .upori. whic_h 
~ . . 
·an heuristic procedure achieving an optimal resour-ce ··profile 
. I . .. 
for large scale project' can be developed. The . heuristic~ -. · 
. . 
qutlined .. in Section 3 of Chapter· II, has · as · its ba':le the 
I reduction of the numl::5er of combinations by a ,build-up of 
activity ~hain~ :which are then cons~e-red as single actiyities. 
. ' . 
These chains are then sche duled. to yield an· .. initial resource 
·- ~ . 
·. 
. . : 
. . . 
. . . · 
: · -: 
. .' 
' I 








profiJ.e · fo~lowed by a .... look over procedure. If any uhwanted 
<> • 
peilks ~a.r,tfl.: prers.en~ an ~tte~pt is 'made .to remove them, by 
·, ' 
breaking -up the cha.iris irito constituei}t actiyities and 
. . ' _r~sch,eduling i:he sing 1e ~c~i vities • Only such_ readj )'.~tment · 
are :accepted, which reduce the td.ta1 variance of resource i" ¥· 
. r 
1 • ch_?lnge. · The cu'!=--off point in the· search for the finatw· · 
so'lutiqn· is provided by' the minimization function f~r the 
.. .. . 
var~ance ,of resource '' chanljJe. <I .. 
--
. .. 
' - I ~ • 
Based, " on the comp:utati'?nar prC?cedure ~or .this heuristic 
" in Chapter ·III ·a 'computer .progranune called. BACS (Build-up ' · ·· ,,. 
. . ' 
. \ 
·Activity Ch~~ Schedule) ·has been d~~eloped using .FOR~RAN~tv , : 
IBM 3_70'. Th~ · programme · h~f? ~:?een ~t:e:/d on :·a~·~~~r .of p_ro?ect;~ · . . 




The heu·r~stic ~lgor!i.t~ and BACS as ·.pre~ente.d . her.~ 
• . I . . 
have achi'eved the f~llowing: , . ,. 
.·- 1) A parabolic ·resource profile based ·on 
' ' 
.. 
model where' the var-iance of tesouri::e 
subject . fo CPM network constraints. 








Optim~l . r.e~ource ~sa7~ within ~a fixed projeqt d~ration. 
The variance ~f tne .:diffe·rential 'Of the resou~cE7· requiremen~ .. 
. ' 
'• 
function Prov~d~s a measure for the gr~a:dual.ness qf " 
I 
resource change~ .,.. 
I 
I 
4) . BACS is cap~l?le . of . h~rldling larg~ ·.scal,e ' proje~~s within 
. . . 
. 
. . 
· ·a short computational . time, . the exam~le ~n Ch~pt~r .~v ·. , 
• -7 - . . • . . • ' 
. which coqtai~s 5.7 ac:;tivities has a computatl.onalJ _tl.me . 
of 30 seconds. 
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. ' ~ 
5) BAcs ' is, very' easy ::to use . ... Wi ~h.';nl-nor di·~~icu1t'ie~. it 
,., .. ~ . . . . , . . · .. 
101 .• 
, l • " '7 • • • r ~ ~ • f ~ .. , ~ 
. can also he. l~rrked·· to· a CPM schedulinliJ pro·gr.ainme ,from , · .- A 
~t.~ • • • • • ' ./ • • ., • • • .. + ... t 't , 
.which. it ca~ . ~bta·in• _ part. of i~ts .i.np~t ·data.' · The dat~ · .. · . '. 
.. 
. . . 
. ~~~. . ' : ! . .. ' ll .. • .. • . .•• 
about. resou~ces can be f~d .. directly, . thus f'l:lrther-·· .~. ~-





.... ... .:. 
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. .• ' • ? 
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~ . · .
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. . •" 
Future Research · · · . 
s' ~~ ~ .. " 1 
~lthou<jh ~h.e:he\lr·i~_ti~ d~v419~~ :-a~ .o~tl_mal .1 :e,s~~~c~~ 
• . I 
prof~~, if _a ·smoo~her or mote gradual· res~urce - curve would 
. • . • J . .. • • • . • • -~ . ~ fj • • • • • ' • ' • .. • • • • • l "' 
· be, useful for partic'u)ar· proj ecf.s, ... some' furt~el: refinements 
,o , · • I -. 
· .. ~ .. .1'~ 
in· the heuri~tic which may ' imptoy'e '• the ~i"nal r~sourc~ 
. "'* . • ... 
• · ... ., , •• · , , • e • • • 
~i tho~t 9re.atly. inc~easi.~g ~.th·e,. cp~put~~~?.~· ~im; · .~ep 





. . .: . 
.. , ·. 
• ... u 
'• 
~) A _-~e_w.·bas_i~ . ;, -~~i~ding ac~~viey: ,:?ain_s • .. ·. 
2} All~wing intemi>.tio.n-ip-t-he--p-cti:.vi ty -ch,ains • . ' -~:;.~- ~ . ~ . 
• 4 . 
l 
0 • c-, I O " ... 
.. .... o 3~ Chan~ti'rig ~he pri~'r~ ty ;ru-~es ~~ 
, · . . a . . , .. ~ _ 
4.) )Ulowing the Re-.schedul·e~ Phase ·.-t_o · push,fqrwaz:d or 'backward· 
: . . ~ . ·' . \ . . ; . _J ·~ . > 
' 
. more ~hai?- on~ ~ctivi ty at: a time .• 
, ' I ' - . · 1 • . . • ·. . 
. . 
5) Allowing the "re.,.scheduler to look at the ·height ·of ··the .. 
. • - . • ' ' • -· . ' • • . .' ,.,. · . ~!. • • ; •• p 
steps i~ :an attempt to ·.decrease the · ,hedght: _'of · any · steep.- · · 
\~ . . . .• . 
. .. . ' . 
,.. ,,. lj . . : ~ • 1 • steps which may ocetlr·. · 
.. 
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. • . 
j 0 ' " .. 
· and 8 resource units c·an be allowed to -- ~like 8 ·· days : arid .. ~ ~ - .• 
. ., ' 
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o· u 
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' (' Build All Starts Schedule ) 
A computer programme for ' . opt1m.um resqurce 
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. ' T~e· programme_ ·.listing : ~lon~ with input _d~t.a for· the .-
:exatnple · o~ . Figure 'II-4 follows_: 
• 
' • 
I . '· . • 
. I 






.DJ"!NilON - CPR~Z5),WAR(Z!),CHR(25) 
.OlfilfNSJON MM ( 1 D) . 
'' 
... 








. . ~ 
·1 
~ . . 
.. 
.. . ',. ' .... 
o · lllHENStON PRI (4,5) 
DIMENSION PRX(S) 
oo 1 o I•t·,_as· 
CPRCI)•O,O . . 
10 CONTINUE 
CPR(1)•A.o 
CPR C 9) • "! l. 1 0 
CPR(lS)•~.o 
CPR(.25)••5 1 0 
CM1N•999 1 0 
.00 !000 14•1,8. 
DO 1000 13•1 1 9 
oo sooo xau, 1-z 
'oo sooo 11•1,7 
00 20 1•1,25 
WAR (l) •CPR. (I) 


































~ f . . : 
.. 
!, . 
'I ~ ' • 





. • I 




' . ' 
. H A R ( 181 ) • W A.R ( lBt·) • 3 t 0 
HARiiA2)•HAACIA2)+lt0 · 
WAR(l82)~WAA(J8~)•1 1 0 WARClA3)•WAACJA~)t1,0 '~ 
WAR(l83l•W~R(l8J)R1 1 0 
' . ' 
WAR (1 A 4 ) ~ WAR ( l A 4 ) + 4 , 0 -5 ~W. . · : . . : .: ·. . · 
. WARCI84)•WARCJ84)•4 1 0 . . . _ 
TTL~O I . . . , 
. ,..; 
< ' D 0 3 o- I •1 , 2 5 . , , · 
. ' TTI.•TTL.+WARCI)*W~R(·l) ·;: ·· 
30 CONTINUE . · . '· .. . ~ ·· 
. . · lFCTTL,LT,CMI"N) GO TO 2000 1 . ' ~ .,; ·: 
· · · ~· 1000 CONTINUE · r· ... · · 
.GO TO . 3000 . . • - . . . [ · ... · ' ' .· I 
2000 CHI N~tTTL • ~~ 
'.' -~oo 40 -1•1,25 . 1 • 'b· .·· . 
'CMR(l),WAR(l) > 
40 CONTINUE : • . · . i .~ ': .. . . 
H I 1 I 1 - , · r· . · · : 
:. : ( 
• .· f ~ I • 
-! Hl2~12 . . . .·. l-. 
·,! 'l ·' ·.· .. "·.· ,' -- t . . 
. 1., r · -~~ :~;.:~>~· • ,-.~-;• ~.·.-:-:: .. : ·;:~;:".':'~""'~;':;" ... ::~ 'T-"< •, '<""':'"~~~· .r~'f' --«~:,_:.,,.:. .. 7··~·: '<~ ·~ · ·: . ..,.,:1_:,.~~'""" -. .• , -~·~ •,~~.;..·-··.-~ • :-_:'"••~-..;..~: ··•";:~~;·:·'~ ' ~ ·: .·. • . • 
\ ~ .J , ~ • , , •• •• , , ' • • ~ • , • • \ , • • .'. • I • . , • 
• , · ' : • • ~ . • o ' ' I • " 'o I • 
. . . . . . ' • , ~. 





. ( ·. 





N IV . G L.EVEL ·21· , HAIN . 
'· 
·" 
, . 1 
.. 
. ' 
'· . . 
. 
' 





. ,· I . 
. I . 
0 )• 
. ' 
. . . . l ' 
I • j 
MI3•13 
MU•l4 : 
GO TO . l 000 · 
3QOO PRIC1,1)•3,0 





PRI(C!,3)11l 11 0 · · 
· ' . . ' PR1(2,4)•9,0 
PR%(3 1 1)•3 1 0 
PRl(3,c)•l,O 
. . . PRI (3, 3) •11 1 0 
PR1C3,4)•12 1 0 
,., I. > 
. -· 
. 'PR.I (4, i) ·~,o 
..pRl(4;2)~t3 1 0 
'. ' .• 
. PR1(4.1 3)•15,0 
PRI(4 1 4)•7,-0 
PRINT 50 .. 
PRINT. ·sq 
PRINT 51 
PRINT ,. ~o· 
·.PRINT 50 
·' . 
· PRINT 52 . . . 
PRINT 50 · .. ·, . 
PRI11,5)~Ml4•P"I(1,3)~1,0 
· PRlC2i5)~HI3+PRlC2 1 3)•1 1 0 -
PRI C3 1 5)iltH2•PRICl 1 3)•.11 0 
. • PRIC4 1 5)•Mll•PRI(4~3)•1 1 0 
' ' . · .DO 60 'J"t,S . 
PRX (J) •PRl (1 1 J) 
60 CONTINUE. 
PRINT 61 1 (PR~(J),J,1 1 5) · 
DO 70 J • ·1, 5 
··PRX(J),PRit2,J) 
70 CONTINUE ·. I . · ·""- . 
. . . PRINT 62,(PR)((J),J•l,S) I . 
' 00 80 J•1,5 
·PRXCJ)•PRI(3 1 J) 
, 80 CONTINUf . 
PRINJ 63 1 (PRX(J),Jil 1 5), 
______ oo 9o J•t,s ~ 
~.-
PRX(J)~PRI(4 1 J) · 
qo'CONTlNUE . ~ 
PRI~T . 64,(PRX(J),J•l,5) 
. PRINT 100 
,. '· PRINT 51 
. : · ,} I 






· I . 
· . 
I' .· 
I . \ • . 
. \ . 
.. 
' . -
. ":>'- ' 
A3 
: DATE- 8 7 4i55 
·' 
'\ . 
! "' . ·. 
< • 



























• . 1 . ~ . •· 
I j .~ 
• • I • I 
:4 . : ' . 1 •• : 
~ . ' . 
\ .. 
' ! . 
. ·( · . 
~ 
' . ,. 
. 
I, 
.. : . ~ .••. - . . 
'I" 





.-· . . .. 
•"' ·. 
,. 
I •• • 
. ' (' 
' I ' '. 
. . . .' . 
·; : :. 
'. 
I " ~ .. : . . . . - . 
i. ' .. 
. . . 
' ' . 
. ' . . 
. I 
'•I> 
. ,, ~ . 
o • II 
G LEVEL. ?1 .. - · 




·oo aoo J•t, a4 
. . · . 00 11 0 • J 1•l, 10 ·~ 
\ 
\ M H ( J 1 ) • 0 - p· ' ' 
11 (o CONTINUE . 
• OATAI!IO,O 
oo 111 J2•tiJ 
OATA•DATA+CMR (J2) . 
MAIN 
'· 
~ ~. -· . .. . ~ ~ . 
j 
I 
. ·' ' 
OATE a · 74255·· 
.. 
.. :· 
• ' . ' 
. ' 
'A4 
. - .~ 
I 
. '· 
; . . 
!, 
,. 
111 CONT 1 NUE 
L.•l . . 
.. 













l12 IF (DATA ... t.. E 1 0 1 0) G 0 T 0 · 14 0 · " 
MM(t.)•l11ll 
. .. L. •L+ 1 ' 
OATA•DATA.,l",O 
I . G 0 T 0 112, ' ' 
i4\0 PRINT 1·04, (J, ·(MM(L) ;L.•1,~,0)) 
. P~INT 105 1.("MMCL) ,L.•1,,10). 
~ZOO CONTINUE . _ . ' . · · 
. . 
- PRINT 103 . 
.r 
. 
' . . 
· ' 
. . 




. . PRINT 101 . 
, 50 FORMA·T (l HO) · . . r 1 . 
51 FORMA'f(lH ). _. _ ·. I • ~- • _. . ' \ '· 
5·cr f'OHMAT(1H ,75H . _ · -A(J) ·. 'DUfUT'XO~ ' RESOU~tE ~ . 
* FLOAT SCHE9UlED~OA TE) . -· _ ___ . _- . ~.ri · -
&1 FORMAT (1 H. , 1 &X/4HA (1), 5F 10 1 1) - ,..---~ " -: . 
&2 FORMAT(tH 1 1&X 1 4HA(2} 1~Fl0 1 1) , 
.~ &3 FORMAT(lH ,1&)C',.4HA(3),5Fl0,1) 
· &4 FORM~T(lH ,1&X,4HA(4),5F10 , 1) 
j tOO · FORMATC1H1) . . 1 • · . 
· 101' FORMAT.(·lH ,&OH '. ·o ·· l · 
lit 9 10) 
102 FORMAT (1 HO) ·. . . 
103· FORMAT (1 H ) 
104 fORMATOH·,ax,1a'r~X,tH1,l015) 
105 FORMAT(lH ,8lC,2.,ki-t 1 1015) ' · 
. . 




-. tf . ,. -
'. 
.• 
. . r : 
. • I 
- ,.. . 
,. 
j ·. . · .. . 
.. ' 








: . .. . 
' r 
. . . 1 .. 
. . . 
. . -





' . -t 
.· .I 
'·· 
_. -: · ; - l 
' . . , . 
' .·<· ,t. :. . 
. . t: ~ 
• i 
1 · 




: . ~ 
I ' 
' ! .· . 
. . . ! . 
. " ~ ·: 
. . s· 
... <~· !i':. 
. l . -
. , I ' 
• ' f . 
I • ' • ' 
~ ~~ 
. ' I; 
- ~· 
·1 . 
. . F: 
· ; .j _.- · t~ :-: I 
, ~ I . ·' 
i • '. ·: f. ~J 
. . ( .. 
-.. . ~- · r· .. _. 
' . . ~ ' ~ ~ .... 
' • · ' -. ,' · .. · 
' I 
. . . . 
• • ~ :. t' 
4 • • • • ' 
, • .'t 
. . . r, ..; 
, ' . . , ' .: 
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Activity Cl1~in Schedule ') \ 
.. 
I 












































' ' . ~ .· 
'· 
. ! 
. i' ., . 







·.  ..  -\. _. ... ! 
. . . . -
•!, 
A6 
\ ' The infor~atiqn~ on BAC~ is·given -in th~: F_9~lo,wing_ orde~: 
II 
... i 
'· - • !-
tt<> _ • • •• ·.· ; 
• • • _! • (1)" Source Listing ' ·". 
-_'; ' ~ I , • ~ 
--:~.---. ~-:'.· .. . .. -~ 
I I • ~ • 











-C · . 




• (3) Input Deck - -... . 
. · 
· Source Listing · · 
I • ' 




,' ~ . 
. . . . ·.. . ~ 
• , , f 
f • ~--- I • 
. .. ~ ·.' ,: ·, ·, 
.. . .. ~ ' . 
... .. 
... . •: .. ~ 
. . . ' ·:~ ~ 
-·· 
", ':.· 
, . ' . 
~ ,•' 
::-~· . ' 
. . . . 
. . : · . 
··: ·· . 
~: . ·-. c 
c 
INTEGER•2 IDT (30·) ,HWTClOO, 7) ,MVAR(200~3·f~ .. :\RESC100) 
I NT E G E R * 2 1 A F (1 0 0 , 6 1 ) , I C A ( 3 0 , 3 0 ) , I S C CS 0 , lO) . ' · 
0 
C. 
c N~•O . ,-_ 
N x•o . 
0 100 J 1 •1 r1 00 
00 1 00" K 1•·1, ~ 1 
XAF(Jl,Ks-)!10 . 
.100 CONTINUE 
00 lbO J1•1 1 30 
oo isp K1~1_ , -3o 






160. CQ~t_l-NUE ~ 
READ INPUT DATA 
~ -
~ • I. • .' 
• I 
' - . I 
.· 
• 
. _~ · . . 
.. . ' . ... ·. 
, . · .. 
.• . . ,· \ . 
. -. _ , • 
. . ,, . 






.. , 00 450. Jt~l-,f01 -
: ~ AEAO t3 1 200) CII?T(J2) ,J2.~1 1 8) --: 
•• • 
1






. ' ~ . 
. ' 
. .. ~ . . 
• f•. 
1 . 
I ~ •' 
.. l . ~ 
. j (1 ·, 
. ~ . 
' ' I 






. i: ·: 
I 
·' I . 
.... 
i :· 
!. -·.·. ' 
t· _,. . ~ i ... 1FtlDTC1),EQi,~) GO TO .SOO 
_ 1.. ~1 DO 250 Kl•1,8 . 
·· ·; I AF CJ t-, K-1) •tOT (K l) 11 • 
.. 
. . 
' I . , . 0' ' . . 
. . , -- 250 CONTINUE ' 
~ .• 'IF(lAFCJ1;S),NE•IAFCJ1 16)) GO T_O ~50 
•···. ~ lF(lAF(J1 1 7) 1 NE.1Af(·J1 1 8)) GO TO 350 . 
l L•1Af.(J.1 1 8)~IAFCJ1,~)•JAFCJ1,6) ·-
')" . - IF(L~NE,O) GO TO 350 . I.. - _ ' ;: • , 
~ / . 
,_ 
. ' . 
I . 
J- ~ . :.-. 
- ·· ·· ·' IF(lAfl'(Jl;4),NE-,O) G.O , T9300 
: .· {j lAf'CJl;\.1)•21 -
\ GO TO 450 ~ 
.' ~ ·· 300 1A,(Jl,11)120 ·. 
· ' . , · ·:_ lief TO 4!i0 , · . -: 
.-.·/· . _  ·._·· 3~Q.: l,UA,cJ1,4; _ ,,.E~> Go.r.o.•oo _.. . . .. _ ... _.  
:' l ·. I!• • ~-~~. -:- ·~-,,,.;.,." . .- ;.·• ; ,. . ..... -~-~-~·'•""'~"' : ,.,-.,,..__ •" ~" ' · ··::· r· ; •. ,.,....,..T,., .. , .• - •• ;., .. , . .,.::-::-- ·~ :~:· ··: ·~~·-· c:.·:~'' -:·~ ~.-;;-;: ~·~;,.,,_,_ 
. I 
I •, 
'-... ·I!·_ .. ·. 
. . . . . 
[· :,,._ .. 
I 
·-




•, . . ' 




I . ' 
MAIN "'" \--: C.b-
- .... . . · ~~-
DATE • 74255 . 21 
.· · .' lAF (,J1, l 1) •11 
. GO 'TO 450 . . 
aoo IAFCJ1',11l•to . • 
450 .CONTINUE ,-_ 
.. 500 NOI•Jl"l 
~ .. 
c . . .. 
PRINT 510 . 
510 FORMAT(1H ',t5X,40HN E ·r W 0: R K : t fit F 0 R M· . T l 0 N) · 
_515 FORMAT(1H ,15X;40H•••••••••••••••••~•····~········~~··••••) 
PRINT 515 . . 
}:! 





t f ' • • • 
PRINT 52~ . . 
525 FORMAT(lH ,10X,50H NO 
-•DE) 
I J D: .. 
"I ~,.. 
R E.Sl - L.fl . Es2· · t.Fi CO 
. . ' 
; ' 
i 
I l l 
' .. 
. 1 ~ 
.. 
.. ., r -
I { .. 
.. DO 650 .J1•1 1 NOI 
· oa sso K1~1,20 · 
· . · · IDT(Kll•lAF(Jl,Klj r 
550 CONTINUE, .. . 
. . PRINT 600 1 Jl, ClDTCKl) ,~~1•1 1 8)fl0T(~ll . 
bOO FORMAT (lH , 10)(, 1015) · • .. 
. ··650 CONTINUE· ~ . 
c 
c 




. 00 1000 J1•1 1 NOI f ; 
lF(lAF(J1,1l),GE,20) GO TO ~00~~ ; 




. . 00 950 Kl•l,NDt· . ' I • 
IF(IAFCI<1 1 .11),GEit20) GO· TO 9!50 
lF(IAF(Jt,ll~.N,E,lAfCKl,2)) GO .TO 800 
. ··L.t4•L.14+1 . - , . 
\ ' . ' ' . :.
. 
' .. 
800 · lf(lAF~J1, .1),NE 1 1MH,1 1 1))' GO TO 85_0 · I 
. _. L.15 •L 15+ 1 - . I • . 
8S·O 1F(IAF(.Jl,2)·,NE 1 IAF(Kt,-l)l GO TO ,CJOO 
Ll&•L.l6+1. - ' · ·. · 
900 . lf'(.IAF(J1,~) 1 Nfi1Af(Klr1).)1 GO TO 950 
. · Ll7•Ll7~1 
·9so· CONTJ'ri~UE 
· • 1AF(J1,l4)•L14' 
: · IAF.CJ1 ;15) •L15 





.. . ! 
.. 
'( .. I ' 













. . . f . ~ 10'00 · CONT I NUE . 
' . . . -
' i . 
. t 
. ' . 
I ... ~ . 
i. ' \. • I ' : 
I .' 
J • • • 1 _ 
'. 
;:;·: l ; . 









. . ' . 




. . . 




,. . . 
• I 
·, J ' 
·21 .-
J 
. .. OA.TE • 74255 .· 


















SCHEDULER PHAS~· .• 'I 
.-· 
- , . 
J1•1' .. ~. 
. ' ~ 
) 
' ll.lli l - ,, . - .. 
' . s1oo . IFCIAFCJ1,.14) .~a.o ·- GQ: ro. t9so 
i . · : 1• IF .(IAF(J1 1 1b)~NE·,l) GO ' TO 195() 
I lF(lAF'(J1,17) ,NE,1) GO. T0.1195~l 
,. 'Mt•• . . 
lCACll,M1)•J1 
I· IAFCJ1,13)•1 
' · I . N.2•J1 
• I 
I a . 
I 




- -.·. ·.. I 
.. 
... : i • ~ . I . 
? ·· , 
. , . .. 
' · .. 
















.. I i 8 0 0 I F ( IA _F ( N 1,,11 ) • G E • 2 0) G 0 T 0 . 1 , .50 
. ! 
1~(1AF(Nl 1 1l . aNE,lA~(N2,2)) GO TO 1850 . 
M11.Ml+1 . 




GO TO 9990 . ' 
1820 : lCACil,M1)•N1 
IF(lA'-CN1,16)iNEell GO TO 1900 
·,;,I F ( I A F ( N 1 ,1 r ) , N E , 1) G 0 T 0 1 9 0 0 · 
IAf'(Nl 1 13)•2 
· N2 .. N1 · . ... 
GO TO 1750 
· 1850 ,;u,Nt+t . ·. · ·\ .. 
· .. IF(N~,LE,NOl) Go· lO ;-faoo 
MERR"2 - · '- . . 
. GO . fO ·9990 ·-
·1900 ' IAFCN1,i3)J3 . 
.. ICA(llr30)"Nl 
ll1!1Il+l . . . 
•. IFCI1 1 LE 1 29) GO TO 1~50 
MERR•3. 
GO . TO 9990 
'1950 J liiJ 1+1 . I t . 





. C· ., ~ . . -· ~ 
c 




.. ' • 0 
~ ' . 
' l 
. : . ·: , :! . ~ ~ · 1 , . ,..._ ' 
• l ; - • ~ 
.: . .t . 
- ~~ 
-<1 . ~ -· ~· ~..,~----P":'" :._.. .. -- " . . 
\ 
. · .. 
' t . 
. ' 
,I ~ : 
. I '. 
I , 
I ' I 
I 
; 
I t . -


















. . ' .' 
• \ \. . : . 
. . \ .· ' . 
I ' 
. , ' 
. I 
-1· . . . . i. 
.. 
i . 
i . . 
l 1 - • 
, ., 
~ . ~ . 
' . . 
f . 
' ' 
' i . .. 
' .. . . 
-l .·. 
' • I •' - !. · ..
•· 
. l : 
~ .' 
I 
J . . 
7 .. ' I 
f., ' . 










' . . . 
.. 
.. 












c ; c MAKE ACTIVITV C~~INS 
c 
c · 
2230 . MSG•3 
. Jt-.1 ,. 
2250 IFCIAF'(Jl,ll). ,GE,20) Go· TO 2450 . ·' 
Ll•~AF(J1 1 5)•l~FCJ1,3}•lAF(J(,7) 
L2•IAFCJ1 1 6)+IAF(Jt,))•IAF(Jlt6) 
IFCL1,EQ,O) GO TO 2300 . 
IF CL.ciEQ,O) .GO - TO 2400 
GO- TO 2450 
~300 IFtL~,EQ,O) , GO TO i350 
IAFCJ1 1 19)~tl 
. GO TO 2450. · 
23So >1Af Cllt, t 9) .. 2 j 
' ·• 
-A9 







. j . 
1 
I • 
. t . 












·' . GO TO· 2450 . " I • I \ 


























. • 1: 
' \ I? 
" . 
~400 IAFCJ1 1 19)J3 
'





lF(Jt,LE,NOI) GO TO 2250 . 
' 
STORE ACT~VIT~ CHA~N~ 
' . 
.. ll .. l . . 
Jt•l . :. 
' ./.,,. 
2500 IF(IAF(J1,11),GE,20) GO 10 a950 
l,(IAF(Jl,19) 1 NE 1 1) GO TO 2950 
JJ•Jl 
M 1 I!! 1 • . . 
l8CCU,1)•Jt 
IAF(Jt,~8)•1 
2550 Ml-.Ml•t . 
. ·, 
lf(M~,LE 1 i9) GO T0 . 2S70 : 
MERR .. 4 · -
· . GO TO 9990 . ' 
257o ··Ja•t · . · · . 
'·. 
2600 XF(IAF(J2, ll)',GE,20-) GO TO 2900 · . 
1
, 1FC%AF(J2,1),NE .. IAFCJ3,2)) GO TO '2900 





... . I 
A 
~ .• ,.... 
' 2650 -I<K .. l ' · - ·. . , 





· . . 
.- :· 
I , • 
' . 
. I 







· ·• \ ' 
', I ' 
0 ' • 1 
.. · . ... . ·. 












.~ ... .-.~ 
-~·,.,;;,.~ -
' ' 
-~-~- .. ;-.. 










AN' IV G L.EVEL. ~1 MAIN 














. . ~ 
• .. . . t 
· ~ 
. . ; 
,. 
I ' 
27.00 IF(lSC(JJ 1 Kt<)~EQ~J2) GO TO 2900 . · 
IFCISCCJJ,KK),EQ,O)- GO TO 2750 . .-
KK•KK+l 
lf(KK,LE.~~) GO TO 2700 
MER~•5 . 
·Go TO 9990 
··2'750 JJ•"'J+ 1 -
. lf(JJ,_L.E,30) GO TO 2650 .. 
. HERR•b I -1 
·Go TO 9990 
2eo'o- l_F'(IAFCJ2,19) ,E·Q,3) GO TO 285'0 ·. 
ISCCll,Ml)•J2 . 
. 1AF(JC! 1 18)•2 · , 
J3iJ2 
GO TO 2550 
2850 lSCCil,Mi)cJa· 
xsc n 1, lo) •J'2 
Itall+l \ 
·If (hI LEI 30) Go-' TO 2610-. 
MERR•T · . ·' . '· 
·GO TO 9990 
2870 lAF(J2 1 18]•3 . 
GO TO 2950 . 
29oo J2a~2+1 _ I.., . 
· 1F(J2,~E,NOJ) ·Go · TO 2b00 
ISCCI1,30),J3 · .. 
. 11• I 1·+-1 
1F(Il,LE,30) GO TO ~920 
MERR'-6 
GO ' TO '2990 
2~20 lAf(J3,(8)•3 
' 2~50 Jt~J1+1 . - ' •/ 
lFCJl,LE,NOt) ·GO TO 2500 r 
'-~ 1 '-1 
t, 
300tl' lF(IAf"(J1,11) 1 GE 1 20) 'GO ' TO 3950 -
lF(IAFCJ1 1 19),NEt2) GO TO 3950 
.· JJ~l - . 
:SOSO ' KK•l'·. , . . 
IF(l8C(JJ,i) 1 EQ,O) GO TO 3200 
31 0 0 l F ( 18 C ( J J , K K) 1 E Q, J 1 ) . G 0 .TA.. 3 9 5 Q 
• 1 ~· 
IFC.l8CCJJ 1 KK)' 1 EQ 10) ·t;Q_,-TOV3150 - .. KKiil<K•. ·~ _ _ · . . , 
1F(K~,LE,30) GO T0 , 3100 
.. . 
M£RR~9 . 
~ \ .GO TO · 9990 . . 
,. 3150 JJ•JJ+t . 
11 
. IFCJJ,LE 1 30) GO ro · 30SO 
• MERR•10 . 
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' 
'- GO TO .9990· 
3200 : ~2•1 . . ' I '\'j 
·3250 1F(IAF(Jc,11),G£',20) GQ TO. ~450 ' . 
IF (I A F,. ( J c , 2 , I N E • 1 • F ( J l ', 1 )') G 0 T 0 . 3 4 50 
• . · IF.(l-AF'·cJ2, 19) ,EQ,O) GO· .TG 3q5o 
,JJ•l . 
3300 KK•l ~ . 
. lF(ISC('JJ,O,EQ,.Q) GO TO 3950 
3350 IFCISC(J~,Kt<),EQeJ2) .. G1J TO 3450 
' ' ' IF (I 5 C ( J J\, K K) , E Q, 0) , G 0 T 0 3 4 0 0 
,. 
. Kt<•K~+l . . 
If(~~ 1 L.E ·,30) o G.O TO 3350 ' '' 
MERR-.ll 




• .GO TO . 9990 
. 3450 · J2~J2+l '• 
· IF(J2,L.~ 1 NOI) 
C' ... 





Mtlil I . 
l8C[lf,l'i•J1 
lAF (J1, ta) •1 · 
GO . TO 3250 
3550 Ml•Ml+l 1 
IF(M1 1 L.E;29) GO TO 3570 
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"'\ ·\. 
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• I .' 
. . GO TO 9990 - • 
3570 J2•1 ' • 
3&00 lF(lAF.(·Ja, l -) 1 GE,20) GO TO ·3900 · ·., 
IFCIAF.{J2,1),NE 1 ·1AF(J31 2)) G_O .TO 3900 
IFClAF(J2,19,,EQ 1 0) GO f0"390~J . 
" JJ~1 ' . , t I '· , , 
.. ~&50 KK•l l · ;' 
IF(ISCCJJ,lJ,EQ,O) GO -JO 3800 ' 
,._3700 IF(ISCEJJ,KK) ,EQ,J2) QO· T'O 3900 
lFCISCCJJ,KK)tEQ,O) GO ' T~ 37go. 
K~ltKK+l. ,, · . . · . ·. . 
~- · lF(KK 1 Lf 11 2CJ) . GO TO 3.700 
.MER R • 14 . . · J • 
~ ' . ,GO TO 9990 . . 
3.750 JJfiJJ+l I' • 
'lf(JJ~LE_.29) &;0 TO lb50 .. 
MERR"l5 1 • . , . · 
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GO ~0 9990 . 
· 3800 1F(1AF(J2~19),~Q:3) . JO 3850 
lSCCU,Ml)•J2 · ·· " 
_IAFCJ2 1 18)•2 . · . Jl•Ja - . . . 
·~ G.O l-CJ 3550 • . - .; 
3850 lSC(Il,Ml)•Ja 
ISCCU,30J•J~ 
l11!I1+1 . ' " 
.. IAF(J2 1 18)•3 
- ~ - -
· . GO TO 3950. · . 
' 3900 J2~J2~1 
IF(J2 1 kf 1 N0f) 'GO TO 3600,; 
ISCClh30) •J3' 
' 11 .. 11+1 . ' 
. • I 
. -l'AFCJ3,18)•3 . , 
.... 
IFCll,L.&,'lol, Go· ro 3950 . 
MERR~Jb · \ . - ·. · , 
. GO TO .9990 . :.-
3950 JS.I!J1•1 . 0 • 
- .. . . ' ·1F(Jl,1 L.E,NOI) ' GO JQ 3000 
.· . I I ~ c 
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c •' : f)\. ... ' ·; .,. ':.~ • 
C eo o ) .,5 •• 
c .~ ' . . 0 
.400'0 DO 401 0 J 1• f, 30 ' 
. IFCISCCJ),1),EQ~O) GO tO 4015 
~4010 CONTINUE . 
. 
1 4015 DO 4020 .. K11!11 1 NOf ·· 
, IF ( I A f ( ~ 1 1 11 ) , G E,, 2 0) -~ 0 T 0 . 4 0 2 0 
lf(lAF(K1 1 18),N-E,O) ·GO TO 4020 
I·AFCi<l,. l8)f5 ., .. · · · . .. ~ 
1 S C f J 1-, 1) • K .l. 
Jl-.Jl+l . 
4aao CONTINUE -
I 'l • • 
• :.·. DO 4025 ;,1 \li t ~ :SO , • . _, r : 
· _ 1F(ISC(l1,1) 1 EQ,O) Go ·· ro ~oa·a · 
. 4025 CONTINU.E - - · •. · 
·4oaa u•U"'1 
' PRINT 9980 • Q 
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i MAIN .OATE • , 74255 
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• 
GO .TO 5500 
5350 00 5400 IU•lil.O · , 
·' lFUSCCIIl,l),E~,O) - GO TO 5450 
. ·· { 
MWT(Il,t)•ISC(lll,t) .· 
JK"ItACII1,1) ·- #. . · 
MWT ( 1 l-, 2) •l A F. ( J K·,.S) • I AF ( J K, l)"' I A f CJK, 5) f'r .. 
11-Il+l . . . 
' . lF(I1~LE 1 100) GO TO 5400 
MERR~20 • 
. GO TO 9990 ·.' 
5'400 . CONT l.JiiUE . ~ 
. . "5450 MP~18 •. . 
5500 DO 5b00 Jl•l ,·NOI . 
. 1FCIAF(J1,MP'),NE 1 0) GO. TO SbOO 
1F(IAF1Jl 1 11)~GE,20) GO TO 5bPO 
MWT(ll, 1)"Jl 1 '. . . . · 
M W T ( I 1 , 2) • i'A F ( J 1·, 8) •l A F ( J 1 , 3)" I A'F ( J t", 5) + 1 
11•11+1 1' • • 
/ 
IF(U,LE,100) GO TO 5600 · ' · 
MERR,21 · 




s·e.oo CONTINU,E .. 
Il .. Il•l , .' 
PRINT 56501 CMWTCMM,l),MM•t 1 §n), PR lNT 9980 . · '· -.:_; 
· 5&50 FORMAT(1~~ ,~01~,flH•~·•MWTCI1,1)) 
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.· DO 5,80 lll1l i 30 
. . .:1 ' . . ; ~ . 
.• 00 ~&8_0 · 112•1,)0 Q 
' : :. 1 ~A C II 1 , I I 2) •1 S C Clll , I I 2) . . 
· .?&80 ~ -tO,NTlNUE . · ··- · 
56~0 IFCI1,~E,30) GO TO- ~700 
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I ' " . -~ : 
SCHEOU~ER PHASE ~ It 
c . : ~·. 
§700 00 5750 .11" t' 100 
.. ·. . '. 00 -5750 1.2•3, 6,- ' 
. MWT(l1,I2)•0 
: 57·50 CONTINUE 
00 5800 I U 1 1 200 
DO 5800 12•1,2 
MVAR(Il,I2)•0 . 1. 5800 CONTINUE 
. , .. 




- DO 5850 l1•1 1 Nbl · 
lAFCI1,50l'O 
• : IF C·iAF Cll, 11) ,L.£,19) GO TO . 58-50 
MS~1Af.'(It,5) 
Mi!•IAF(l1 1 7) 
~YAR(MI,~),MVARCM1 1 2l•IA~CI1 1 4) 
MVARtM2i2)1MV~RCH2,2)•1AFCil 1 4) 
. . IAf"(U ·,5Q)fiAF(U 115) 
- 5850 ·CONTINUE. .. I 
. : c . . ' 
.. 
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C ~PRIORITY RULE IS APPLIED 





·-·oo 5810 11~1, tOQ 
: 1F(MWT(l1,l),EQ 1 01 - Gp TO 5880 . . . . . . !· .•. ,_;:,. _·- ;; . .' 
: . ·. . .. ·~ - ·. "( .. ~ ~. MM"MM•1 · · . 5870 CONTINUE . 
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5880 DO 5950 ll•S,HM 
. M1j~~T· (I h 4,) •lAF (MWT (1 1, l), 5) 
IF(IC~Cl1)l),NE 1 D) GO TO 5~85 ~ 
M.TD• IAF (MWT (11 d), 3)· . 
. GO TO ·590.0 _ . 
5885. MTO•'O ' I ~ . 
:" DO 58~0 MV~t,lO . . 
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·MTD•MTD+lAF (lCA(U, MY) ,3) 
58QO CONTINUE . 
S900 MWT(Il,5)•9998MTD . 
MVS•MWTCU,t) ' ' ' .-I 








. c . . &ooo MtN•999999999 
· PRINT 9980 






DO 6001 MST•l,NOl 
' IF(lAF(MST-,8)aLT,MAX) GO TO 6001 1. 




DO &005 It •1 ·1 MAX 
M~Y•MTY+MVAR(%1 1 2) 
. MMTYi'RMTV+MTV 
IF,(MTV,GE,10.0) GO TO"". ~00.5 · 
DO ~002 KK2•1,l00 
. HRES(KK~)•O . 
&002 CONTINUE 
.DO f)OQ3. KK1-.lrMTY 
MRES (KK 1) •It I 
1 ' 
&003 CONTlNUE . . . 
'- · 'i 
',• 
· ·· PRIN-T b004, Cll ;MVAR (11 12) , ·MTY,MHTY, (MRESCKK1) ,KK1•1,MTY)) 
6004 · FORMAT(4IS,5Xr 100101) · . " · 
&005 CONTINUE- . · 
&006 , FORMATCUiO,.JOX,C!8HPRXORITV VALUE OF. EACH- CHAIN) 
6007 FORMAT(iH0,20X 1 40H CHAIN N0 1 
· · DO. &0~0 Uit,MM . ,· · · . . 
VALUE . ) 
ND•MWT(I1 1 4)•1000000•MW1Cl1rb)•10DO+MWTC11,5) 
PRlNT- &OIOrllJND . · · ~ . 
6010 FORMAT ( fHOt?3X , ·t3, SX 1 13H 1 111 • ~. • • "u, SX, IlO) 
IFCMIN,~E,N~) GO TO 6050 
MINIINO 
HINN11I1 · . 
&OSQ- CONTINUE · · 
: ~ · PR lNT 9980 
MFLOA-.MWT c.MI NN, 6) I ' 
MWT CHINN 1 4) •999 
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~RlNT &Oeo; ~J~N .. 
FORMATt_1H ,ts,·7H,.,MINN) 
MINV•999999 . . 
DO 63SO ll~S,MFLOA 
. 't>O 6100 15•1,~00 
· MVAR(l5,1)•MVAR(l~,2) 
6100·CONT1NUE c· . I • 
. I 
. \ ' ' . 
' ': 
. . 
- : ; • I 
• '.. t 










c , . ' 
c •'< • •• 
. DO 6110 N1~1,30 I ' . "' 
. :-..; 
• .. 
IF(lCACMINN,N1) 1 EQ10) GO TO ·b120 . 
KK'l•IAF CtCA(fo\lNNrN1) ,5)+11 "l+IAr(lCA CMINN,N1) 1 3) -KK3•~A,ClCA(MlNN,N1) 1 5)+11. "1· 









' \ tl { ,. 
'i 
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KK2•lCA(MINN,~l) . . . . . , · _ 
DO 6105 Lllll,NOI · . . j 
1F(1AF(L1,c!),NE 1 1AFCKK2,1)) _GO TO U05 , 
lFClAf'CL.l,SO)',EQ,O) GO .TO &105 e 
·IFD!IlAf' 'CL-1,50)+XAF(Lt,l) I . • 
610~ FOIH1ATOH -1 4110 1 c0HKK2,.1L1e,.KK3""IFO) 
IFCIFD.GT:,KK3) GO T0-6350 
&105 CONTINU~ ' 
DO 6110 ·L.ltil,NOI ' . I 
J F ( 1 A F C L 1 ; l ) , N E , l A F- ( K K c r a ) l G 0 T 0 ·611 0 
If'(IAFCL1,50) 1 EQ,O) GO TO &.110 1 
6108 FORMAT(IH 1 40X,4110,21HKK2,Kl,KK1,%Af{L1~50)) 
· · . lF(KI<l 1 GT 1 1AF(Ll·i!50)) GO Jf'O 6350 . • ' &11'0 CONTINUE _, . 
· 61lo oo &aoo Mt-.t,lo 
~ . 1F(lCA(MlNN 1 Ml) 1 EQ 1 0) GO TO 6250 
. c . li. c· . . .. 
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_ Al8 : 
'AN IV G ~ LEV'EL_ .. .,. 2.1 . . _. MAIN DATE :• ~~l55. : .J 
MVAR (MA, 1) ~MVAR (MA 1·1) +lAf (ICA (MIN·N', Ml), 4) 
·., 
... . 
· MVAR(MB,1)•MVA~(~B,l)•IA~(ICA(MINN,M1) 1 4) 
&200 CONTINUE 
~250 MVK•O , 
:- · oo&300I3•1:,aoo . 
MVK•MVK+MVAR(%3,1)•*2 
·blOO .CONTINUE· 
. PRINT, &~C!On, .MVK,MINViMF . 
. b~20 · FORMAT(lH 1 3tSO,l6~~,,,MVK ~NO Ml~V) 
NOOI~MAX/2+5 . 
MSTT•IAF(ICA(MINN 1 1) 1 5) 
00 ~330 MN~•t,30 
lF(ICA(M1NN 1 MNA),fQ,O) GO TO &340 
6_330 CONTI~ . I . . .. 
&340 MNA•MNA .. 1 
a .. 
MENO•lAF(tCA(MINN 1 MNA),.8) , J · ;-_ MCHE~ (MST'T+MEND) /2 - • I 
PRINT b 341 , NOO 1.1 MS T T ,, ~M~N~A~r~M~E ~~D~r~. M~C~H~E-------:-_-:--~;-.-. -
6341 FORMAT (S H ,..SQX, 511 o)-'-:- ' ). ' 








~· - r: 
·\ 
i 
. . \ 
r . ' 
IF(MlNV,LE,~~~) _GO T0 . • 350 
GO TO &345 - ' 
... 6342 · IF(MINV,LT.~VK) GO TO .6350 
· 6345 MF~I1 











.oo· ·e.lso MMt•s, aoo . . 
. MVAR(MM1,3)•MYAR(MM1,1) · 
&350 CONTINUE ' 
MWT(MlNN,7)•1AFCMWT ·C~lNN,l),S)+MF~l 
00 _ &370 13 .. 1,30 ·" ·' .·. ' 
lF(lCA(MlNN,.ll).EQ 1 0) · GO TO b372 . . 
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... . I 
1' 
1AFCICACMINN 1 ll) 150)a1AF(ICACMINN,l3);5)+MF•1 .. · I . .. -. 
. - • . ' .1 
·6370 CONTINUE 
6372 00 &375 .11•1,200 
. MVAR ( 11, 'c) •MY ARC U, l) 
~375 CONTINUE . 
b38Q 00 6400 ·ll•l,MM . 
• 1 IFCMWT(I1,4),LT,999) G,O TO 6000 &400 CO"NTlNUE ,.· . I. ~~ .PRINT &450,(MWT(l1 1 71 1 l1'ltt,MM) 
· &450 t'ORHAT(lH .,3013) ' .,·. · · 
. · PRINT 6500,(IAFC1l ,~O),Il•lrNOX) 
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. i&/10/ll '. 




. . ' 
PRINT 9980 
. I' PRINT 6535 
&535 FORMAT Cl HQ, fex, 40HOPl.IMAl. &CHEDUL.EO ·DATE FOR EACH ACT IV ITV) 
PRINT;&540 . I 
~ ', 
&540 FORMAT(1HO,l0~ 1 &7H No· 
.-oE· I scHEOUL.EO DATE> 
/ . DO .&545 J.l•l,NOI 00 6542 K1•1'1 20 
II . J R E.51 
. I 
.. , 1DTCK1)•IAF(Jl 1 1<11 ··· 
· 6542 CONTINUE . . . . ,-. . 
·PRINT 6547 1 J1rCIOT(K1) 1 K1•1,8) 1 1DTC11).,IAFCJ1 1 50) 
· &545 ·coNTINUE" ·. . . , . : . ·, .· 
bS47 fORMAT(lH 1 10X 1 10I5 1 I10) _ 
6548 fOHHAT(lH0,18~,I5 1 20X 1 1&) 
PRINT 9980 . · . 
\ 
'I 
LF-1 ES~, 1.F2. ~c.O .. i 
• t , I 
'· 
• I 
• ' I 
MTY .. O 
--------------~H~~Q·-. ------~--r~-, ------~--~ 








' t I ' '!1. 
: MTY•MTV•MVAR·(ll-,2) ... , 
MSS•MSS+MTY . .. . ' 
00 6550 1<1<2•. 1~100 . ' . . 
\~ . ' MR~S (KK2) •O 
. 6550 CON~NU~ . ·' Q • 
DO 6700 ~Kl•l,~TY . 
MRES(KKl)•l . 
6700 CONTINUE · . • . 
P R 1 NT. ·1 0 0 4 1 Cll 1 M V A R C 11 1 ~) , M TV , M ~ 8 , ( M RES ( K K 1 ) . ~ ~ K l il1 , M TV) ) 
7000 CONTINUE . · · ' . " , ' ·~ · . 
·' . 7004 FORMAT(4I5~SX,100I01) . .. \ : . . . • . 




. • i c 
j c 
&0 TO 9999 ... ...... - • I ., 
. : (· ... 
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Ci \ 
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· -~N lv: G LEVEL 21 l1AIN-.. . · . OIATE .Ill 74~55 i 
• t 
1'- . • 
. - ' , 
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,,::_, ' 







. . ·c - . I . 




o I ' " 




~ .C70SO MDATflll · / 
· jl MC112 · : 
NOX•MAX12 • I 
7100~MDATE•MDATE•1 . 
I I • 
' . 
. ~ ,. ~F(MDATE,GE 1 MAX) GO TO b530· . lF(MVAR(MDA,TE 1 2).1 EQ,O) GO · TO. 7100 . 
lFtMVAR(MDATE,2) 1 LTt0) · GO TO 7150. 


















. ' c 
- ; .. c 





~ ' ' ' . ·, 
'. 
I 
~ , · .. .. : ~ -
' . . .· i . MS~MDATE"'K~ lFCM8 1 LE,O) ·GO TO 7250 
I ' 
I 
I • • • 
. -. 
' ' . ~ 
"-
.... , 
. • i 
. I 
.-. 
' ; . 
;I 
i 
. ' ) . --. ' ' 
. 







... ·. ~ . 
/." ' •' 
' i ·' .,. 
. .r.· ~ ·. · ~ lf" ·.r~ •· ~ · · 
, • I ' .' ,'l • ' •· 
. . . . ,.. .· . ! 
111 • ·, • : •' 
' · r ' ~ I ~ 
' . ' 
lF(~VAR(MS,i) ,EQ,O) GO TO 7200 
lFCMVA~(MS,i).,LT,O) GO TO 7100 · 
7250 DO 1350 ll•l 1 NOI 1FC1A~ttl,50) ,NE,MSl GO TO 73,0 . . . 
• 
. IF(MVAR(~S,2),LT 1 (•M~ARCM0AtE,2))~ GO TO 7300 
·· lF(IAF(11.r4)eGT,MV.AR(M'S,i!]) GO ·To, ·7~50 _ 
1F(IAF·(t1·,4)~LT•(•MV~.R(HDATE,2))) GO -.TO 7350 · 
GO ·To · .7380 
I '.' ', 
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. I 
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c . . ' . ' 
7300 IFC1AF(l1 1 4) 1 GT,C•MVAR .(MOATE 1 c!l)) GO TO 7350 
. IF' ( I ·A F C I4 , 4 ) ,1. T • M VA R C M S , 2 ))I -G 0 T 0 7 3 50 
GO T.O 7380 ·. 
'7350 CONTINUE 1 GO TO 7100 . I ' 
713 8 0 - L L • I A F C I 1 , 8 l • I A F C 11 .1 , 3 ) • I A F ~ I 1 , 50 ) 
c 
. c 








1FCL.l.,LE,KK) GO, t.0 - 1'~00 
MH•KI< 
. GO TO. 7450 
7400 MH•L.l. 
7450 1 00 7500 I•l 1 N01 
1AF(·I .151)•0 · 
.. 
. t . 
. . 
7500. CONTINUE · 
1 UFCI1,51)•IAf.(I1,50)+MM 
7550 00 7600 X2•1 1 NOI . JF(tAFU~,51),EQ 1 0) GO T0 ' 7600 
• I 
DO 7600 ll•1 1N01 . · .
I'F(fAF(I3,1),Nf,lAFCii!;"i!)). Go TO 7600 
MM•IAF(I2 1 51)+1AFCI2,l)'. · 
P R I NT 7 58 01 I A f' ( I 3 1 51) 1 M M 1 I3 ~' -
7580 FORMAT (lH , 3110) ' 
lf(1AF(l3 1 SO),Gf 1 MH) · GO TO 7600 
Jf(IAF(I3,5l),GE,MH) GO TO 7600 . 
' . , · ,IAF(l3 1 5l)•MH 
· )600 CONTlNUE · . . 
! DO '7650 I2•i,NOI · . ·. · ' JF(lAFCli,·5i) 1 NE,O) GO TO 7650 UF C 12, !51)-1!1-l AP' (12, 50) . . 
7650 CONTl~UE . . . . 
.7660 DO 7700 12~1,200 
HVAR Cl2r3) •O 
7700 CONTINUE 
DO 7750 Ii!•l,NOI _ · 
· I .. ; 
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·~ • 'I 
, •, 
• i : ' 











. £. . 
lr 
r· . 
• ,. J· 
• ~ ' MH~IAF(l2.1 51)+1AF(l2,3) . . _. . · 
. . . M VA R 0 A f' (I i! , 51 ) , 3 ) • H VA R ( U F ( I a , 51) ., 3 ) •I A f: ( Xi!, 4) f ~ I • • i 
. . 
' 
' ~ . . 
I 
·. . ,. .. -. - _. .. L . 
. . .- ' . . ' . '. :·: t . 








. MVAR CMM, 3) I!IMVAR (H~, 3) •I Af_(la_~.4~ 
7750 .CONTINUE . · ·· - . :· 
- KVAR•O . -· ( . .· . .. 
· DQ T8QO ' I2•1, 200 . . , 
· I 
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KVAR•KVAR•MVAR(I2 1 3)tt2 ~ 
7800 CONTINUE 
..PRINT 7'8 50 , K V A R , M I NY • . . 
PRINT 7qoo,tiAF(l1 1 50),11•1,N01) 
· . PRINT 7900, (I AF Cll, 51), I 1•1 rNOl) 
7 8 S 0 F 0 R MAT Cl H , 2 l ·l 0., . 
7900 FORHATC1H., 1 40I3) . ·. 
. .. ·iF(I<VAR,L.l,MI-NV) GO TO 7q2,0 
lF(MCT,EQ,l) GO · TP 7350 
GO TO 8200 








.. MVAR(I 1 2)•MVARti,3) 
7950 CONTINUE"' 
MlNV•KVAR 
'DO 7980 · I•~,N01,· 
l ·AFU,SO)~lAF (1 1 51) 
'7980 CONTINUE-
G'O TO 7050 
', 
,• 






·' .. . : I'U1S,GE·,HAX)· ·Go TO 8100 . 
' IF(MVARH.8 1 2) .~.Q-0) . GO TO· 8050 
, 1 f ( H VA R C M ~, i!) jG T, 0) G 0 T 0 7 1 0 0 
8100 . 00 8200 ll!lllto.~Ol · . 
ME0111lAFC11t50)+IAF(I1,.3) .· ,, 
IFCMED,NE~MS) GO TO 8200 . 
IF((MP'lVA.R(H8,~)).L.t· 1 MVAR(HOATE,2)) Go · TO 8150 
J F ( U F · C I 1 , 4) , G t•' ( • M VA R ( H $ , 2) )) G 0 · T 0 &.a 0 0 
· IF(Ur(I1,4) 1 ~T1 HVAR(HOAT,E,·2)) GO TO 8200 
'GO TO 8250 . . . . 
·81.50 lF.(IAF.CX1·,4) ,GT 1MVAR(MDATEj2),) . GO . TO 8200 
.IF(UF(I1,4),LT,(•MVA.R(HS,2))) GO TO 8aDO 
8~00 ~gN~~N~~50 . . . . . ·. . ' ·. ( '·,. 
GO T0 .7100 '.· . . \ . 
8250 MFU•lAF ( Il, 50) •t·AF.(J 1\ 5) . · · · 
IF(HFU,GT•I<K) GO .TO 8300 
f'tH~!Hf'U· · 
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. 8300 MMIIJKK 
. .• 
8350 00 8400 I l!ll 'r NO I 
IAF(l,Sl}•O 
8'400 CONTINUE . 
. '1 A F ( t l , 5 1 ) I u' c u , 50 ) "t1 ~ 
8450 DO 8500 12•1 ·, NO I 
, lF(lAF(l2,Sl).EQ~O) GO TO 85d0 
. . DO 8500 ll•l, NOI : · 
lf'(Uf'CI:S,2),NE,Uf'CI2,1)) GO TO 8500 
M M !' I A F ( 13 r 50) + t A F. ( l3 1 3) 
· IF(1AFC12 1 5l),GE,MM) GO TO 8500 
. I A F. ( 13 ,, ~ l) • I A F C l a 1 51 ) •l AF (I 3, 3) 
. P ~ l NT 8 5 ~ 5 , !A f ( t7 , 5 l ). ' 
8555 FOR HAT (1 H , 10)( 1 %'5) 
8500 CONTINUE . 
. D0 - 8550 . !2~l,NOI . 
. IF(IAFCI2 1 51) 1 NE,O) GO TO 8550 
. • IAF CI2t51) •UF ( %2,.50) 
855Q CONTINUE . 
855& FORMAT 0 H f 20)( 1 I 5) . . 
GO ~0 7b&O · . 
PRINT 855&,UFC17,51) \ 
99&0 FORMAT (1H1) ·. · ·. 
9990 PRINT 9i9l, MERR . . . . .' 
9993 ~ FORMAT (1 W 1 t8HERR MElSSAGE No,.-. .. i I 5) · 
9999 NOP•1 ° I • • • • • 
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